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LIST OF PARTIES 
Chris Cannon, the Office of Congressman Chris Cannon, Chris Cannon For Congress, 
Inc., Cannon Industries, Inc., The CI Group, and Cannon Engineering Technologies, Inc. 
were named as defendants in the Amended Complaint. However, only Chris Cannon, Chris 
Cannon for Congress,, Inc. and Cannon Industries, Inc. were served and appeared in the case 
before the trial court dismissed the Action, and therefore they are the only defendants for 
purposes of this Appeal. Defendants Chris Cannon, Chris Cannon for Congress, Inc. and 
Cannon Industries, Inc. shall be referred to collectively hereinafter as "Mr. Cannon". 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
By Order of the Utah Supreme Court, this case was poured-over to the Utah Court of 
Appeals on May 4, 1999. This Court has jurisdiction in this matter pursuant to Utah Code 
Ann. §78-2a-3(2)0) and Utah R. App. P. 3. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
Issue No. I. Whether the trial court erred by granting Mr. Cannon's Motion to 
Dismiss Plaintiff/Appellant Crelley Mackey's Amended Complaint which alleges that Mr. 
Cannon materially breached a settlement agreement with Ms. Mackey by making certain 
statements to Salt Lake Tribune reporters—on the record and for the purpose of having them 
published in the Tribune—when the settlement agreement prohibits post-settlement 
disclosures of mooted factual and legal allegations? 
This was the first of two central issues before the trial court and was preserved 
throughout the proceedings below. See, inter alia, Record at 5-6; 146-47; 373-79; 384-98; 
402-36; 461; 509-11; and 575, pp. 3-118. The standard of review for motions to dismiss 
arises from Rule 12(b)(6) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Cruz v. Middlekauff 
Lincoln-Mercury. Inc., 909 P.2d 1252 (Utah 1996) (in reviewing trial court's ruling on 
motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, Supreme Court accepts factual allegations in 
complaint as true and draws all reasonable inferences from those facts in light most favorable 
to plaintiff). Accord West v. Thomson Newspapers, 872 P.2d 999 (Utah 1994). See also 
Russell v. Standard Corp., 898 P.2d 263 (Utah 1995) (motion to dismiss under Utah R. Civ. 
P. 12(b)(6) challenges the plaintiffs right to relief based on facts deemed true); Brendle v. 
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City of Draper, 937 P.2d 1044 (Utah App. 1997) (appellate court reviews for correctness and 
trial court's legal conclusions are granted no deference). 
Issue No. II. Whether the trial court erred by granting Mr. Cannon's Motion to 
Dismiss Ms. Mackey's Amended Complaint which alleges that by stating his factual and 
legal allegations regarding their settled disputes to the Tribune reporters, Mr. Cannon injured 
Ms. Mackey's contractual right to receive the fruits of her settlement agreement, and thus 
breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing contained in that contract? 
This is the second of two central issues before the trial court and was preserved 
throughout the proceedings below. See, inter alia, R. at 372-79; 384-98; 402-36; 461; 509-
11; and 575, pp. 3-118. The standard of review for motions to dismiss is set forth under 
Issue No. 1, supra. 
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS 
AND DETERMINATIVE STATUTES 
None. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
I. Nature of the Case 
In the summer of 1997, articles began appearing in local newspapers regarding alleged 
sexual harassment involving Ms. Mackey and an individual employed by Mr. Cannon. (R. 
575, pp. 10, 38, 73-75 and 92). All of the newspaper articles placed in the record by Mr. 
Cannon which pertain to this matter as of May 9,1998, are attached as Addendum "A". (R. 
at 348-69). All of the factual and legal disputes between Ms. Mackey and Mr. Cannon were 
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subsequently resolved, rendered moot and made confidential on February 9, 1998 pursuant 
to a Settlement Agreement. Ms. Mackey alleges that Mr. Cannon breached that Settlement 
Agreement in material respects on April 15, 1998 by expressing his factual and legal 
allegations regarding the matters settled in a tape recorded interview with reporters for the 
Salt Lake Tribune, After Mr. Cannon's factual and legal allegations were published in the 
Tribune on April 16,1998, Ms. Mackey filed the Action which is the subject of this Appeal. 
II. Course of the Proceedings 
Ms. Mackey filed her Complaint in the Third District Court on April 16, 1998, and 
thereafter, to preserve evidence, attempted to obtain copies of the tape recording of Mr. 
Cannon's on-the-record interview. (R. at 10-60; 63-69). Ms. Mackey also noticed Mr. 
Cannon's deposition. (R. at 61-62). On May 5, 1998, the Tribune moved to quash Ms. 
Mackey's subpoenas. (R. at 72-135). Ms. Mackey opposed the motion to quash and moved 
to compel. (R. at 180-228). 
On May 7,1998, Mr. Cannon moved for dismissal of Ms. Mackey's Complaint under 
Utah R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6). (R. at 136-153). Mr. Cannon also moved for a protective order 
preventing Ms. Mackey from deposing him. (R. at 154-59). Ms. Mackey in turn opposed 
both the motion to dismiss and motion for a protective order, and also filed a motion to 
compel discovery. (R. at 175-228; 302-07; 332-333; and 384-98). 
A hearing on Mr. Cannon's motions to dismiss and for protective order; the Tribune's 
motion to quash subpoenas; and Ms. Mackey's motions to compel discovery was held on 
July 28,1998. (R. at 372; 575, pp. 3-69). At that hearing, the trial court took Mr. Cannon's 
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Motion to Dismiss the Breach of Contract and Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith 
and Fair Dealing under advisement.1 (R. at 372; 575, pp. 66-68). The trial court held the 
discovery motions in abeyance. (R. at 372; 575, p. 67). Thereafter, Ms. Mackey filed an 
amended complaint and moved the trial court for an Order requiring the Parties to file, under 
seal, a copy of the February 9,1998 Settlement Agreement for the trial court's consideration 
and for purposes of supplementing the record. (R. at 373-79; 446-51). 
III. Disposition in the Trial Court 
On December 15, 1998, the Third District Court granted Mr. Cannon's Motion to 
Dismiss Ms. Mackey's First Amended Complaint (hereinafter "Amended Complaint"), 
dismissed the Amended Complaint on the merits and with prejudice, and denied Ms. 
Mackey's Motion to Supplement the Record. (R. at 461; 509-11; 566-67; and 575, pp. 112-
17). The trial court did not rule on any of the outstanding Motions to Compel. This Appeal 
is from the trial court's final Order. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. Ms. Mackey's Amended Complaint alleges that on or about February 9,1998, 
Ms. Mackey and Mr. Cannon entered into a settlement agreement through which they agreed 
to resolve any factual and legal allegations relating to claims and disputes between them. (R. 
at 375; See also a copy of the Amended Complaint attached hereto as Addendum "B" at ^ |9.) 
1
 The trial court granted Mr. Cannon's motion to dismiss in part, dismissing Ms. 
Mackey's tort and punitive damage claims. (R. at 372; 575, pp. 66-68). Ms. Mackey is not 
pursuing those claims on appeal. 
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2. The Amended Complaint alleges that the Settlement Agreement not only 
resolved and rendered moot the factual and legal allegations relating to the Parties'2 claims 
and disputes, but also prohibits the Parties from further disclosing their respective factual and 
legal allegations by virtue of the following confidentiality provision: 
The Parties agree that the factual and legal allegations relating to their 
claims and disputes arising prior to the date of this Settlement Agreement 
shall be confidential and that they shall not disclose to any third party 
that confidential information, the terms of settlement or the amount of the 
payments made under the Settlement Agreement, except (a) to their attorneys, 
therapists, tax advisors or their ecclesiastical leaders, or as required by law . 
.. (c) to disclose on Monday, February 9,1998 that "Ms. Mackey's claims 
. . . have been resolved to the Parties' satisfaction"; (d) thereafter, if 
pressured by the media, to disclose (after first having spoken with Roger H. 
Hoole), that "Ms. Mackey's claims . . . have been resolved to the Parties' 
satisfaction by settlement without any admission of liability, or payment 
of monies from Chris Cannon or the use of tax dollars, and that Ms. 
Mackey has voluntarily resigned her position as Field Coordinator in the Provo 
Office of Chris Cannon in order to accept employment with the Utah 
Legislature effective February 1, 1998"; and (e) thereafter, if further 
pressured by the media and asked specifically whether the Cannon 
Entities or individuals contributed money to the settlement, Mr. Cannon 
or his representatives may respond (after having spoken with Roger H. Hoole) 
that "no Cannon entities or campaign contributed to any settlement." Other 
than as specifically allowed herein, the Parties and their attorneys shall not 
volunteer any confidential information, and in response to any request for 
information by any person or entity shall say only "no comment."3 
(R. at 146-47; and 375; Addendum "B" at ]flO) (emphasis added). 
2
 Unless indicated otherwise, for purposes of this Appeal, Ms. Mackey and Mr. 
Cannon can be considered the only "Parties" to the Settlement Agreement, even though the 
Settlement Agreement involved parties who did not breach and who were not named 
defendants in the underlying Action. 
3
 This confidentiality clause is one of the provisions of the confidential 
Settlement Agreement which was disclosed by Mr. Cannon in his Motion to Dismiss filed 
on May 7, 1998. (R. at 146-47). 
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3. The Settlement Agreement provides that the factual and legal allegations of the 
Parties relating to the settled claims and disputes shall be confidential and that, subject to five 
specific exceptions listed therein as (a) through (e), that confidential information shall not 
be disclosed to any third party. (R. at 146-47; and 375; Addendum "B" at flO). 
4. The first two exceptions, (a) and (b), do not relate to this Appeal nor to the 
underlying Action brought by Ms. Mackey against Mr. Cannon. (R. at 146-47; and 375; 
Addendum "B" at TflO). 
5. Exception (c) in the confidentiality provision allowed the Parties to the 
Settlement Agreement, "(c) to disclose on Monday, February 9, 1998 that 'Ms. Mackey's 
claims . . . have been resolved to the Parties' satisfaction'." (R. at 146-47; and 375; 
Addendum "B" at^flO) (emphasis added). 
6. Statements in conformity with exception (c) were released to the media on 
February 9, 1998 and were reported in local newspapers on February 10 and 11, 1998. (R. 
at 356 and 363; Addendum "A"). 
7. Exception (d) allowed the Parties "(d) thereafter, if pressured by the media, 
to disclose (after first having spoken with Roger H. Hoole), that 'Ms. Mackey's claims . . 
. have been resolved to the Parties' satisfaction by settlement without any admission of 
liability, or payment of monies from Chris Cannon or the use of tax dollars, and that 
Ms. Mackey has voluntarily resigned her position . . . in order to accept employment 
with the Utah Legislature effective February 1, 1998'." (R. at 146-47; and 375; 
Addendum "B" at j^lO) (emphasis added). 
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8. As the result of media pressure, statements in conformity with exception (d) 
were released to the press and reported in at least one local newspaper on February 11,1998. 
(R. at 363; Addendum "A"). 
9. The fifth and final exception (e) provides that "(e) thereafter, if further 
pressured by the media and asked specifically whether the Cannon Entities or individuals 
contributed money to the settlement, Mr. Cannon or his representatives may respond (after 
having spoken with Roger H. Hoole) that 'no Cannon entities or campaign contributed 
to any settlement'." (R. at 146-47; and 375; Addendum "B" at TflO) (emphasis added). 
10. There is no evidence in the Record that Mr. Cannon felt compelled to release, 
or did in fact release, a further statement to the press in conformity with exception (e). See 
Addendum "A". 
11. The confidentiality provision in the Settlement Agreement expressly provides 
that the Parties will not volunteer any other confidential information: "Other than as 
specifically allowed herein, the Parties and their attorneys shall not volunteer any 
confidential information, and in response to any request for information by any person or 
entity shall say only "no comment." (R. at 146-47; and 375; Addendum "B" at f^lO) 
(emphasis added). 
12. Again, there is no evidence in the Record that after utilizing all or part of the 
sequential exceptions provided in the Settlement Agreement's confidentiality clause, Mr. 
Cannon limited his responses to requests for information to "no comment." See Addendum 
"A". 
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13. Rather, the Amended Complaint alleges that on April 15, 1998—some three 
months after the last authorized release to the media—Mr. Cannon and certain members of 
his congressional staff met with three reporters at the Salt Lake Tribune. (R. at 375; 
Addendum "B" at ^11). 
14. The Amended Complaint further alleges that during that meeting, Mr. Cannon 
made a number of voluntary statements and expressed certain opinions, which statements and 
opinions comprise his "factual and legal allegations relating to [the Parties' settled] claims 
and disputes". (R. at 376; Addendum "B" at If 12). 
15. The Amended Complaint alleges that by sharing his factual and legal 
allegations with the Tribune's reporters—on the record and for the purpose of having them 
publish his statements and allegations in the Tribune—Mr. Cannon materially violated the 
Settlement Agreement's express prohibition against a Party's post-settlement disclosure of 
their factual and legal allegations. (R. at 376; Addendum "B" at ^ fl3). 
16. The Amended Complaint alleges that Mr. Cannon's unwarranted statements 
and allegations included, but are not limited to the following—all in violation of the 
confidential Settlement Agreement: 
a. That no hostile environment existed in Mr. Cannon's office; 
b. That there was nothing to Ms. Mackey's allegations; 
c. That Ms. Mackey's allegations had no merit; 
d. That her allegations wouldn't have held up; 
e. That there was no impropriety on Mr. Cannon's part; 
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f. That Crelley Mackey has the ability to waive confidentiality; 
g. That they are not holding her to confidentiality; and 
h. That although she is free to discuss it, there would be no benefit for her 
to talk about it publicly. 
(R. at 376; Addendum "B" at ^ 14). 
17. The Amended Complaint alleges that some of the information disclosed on 
April 15, 1998 appeared the following day in a Tribune article, and was later reported or 
discussed in other newspapers and in other media. (R. at 376; Addendum "B" at ^[15). 
18. A copy of the April 16, 1998 Tribune article entitled "Cannon Talks on Sex 
Case" is attached hereto and incorporated herein as Addendum "C". (R. at 200-01). 
19. After Mr. Cannon met with the Tribune reporters on April 15,1998 and before 
the Tribune article appeared on April 16, 1998, Dan Harrie, one of the Tribune reporters, 
telephoned Ms. Mackey's attorney for a response to Mr. Cannon's statements. (R. at 182; 
and 202-19). 
20. To protect Ms. Mackey from any later allegation that she, through counsel, had 
violated the confidential Settlement Agreement, Ms. Mackey's attorney recorded the 
conversation with Mr. Harrie.4 (R. at 182; and 202-19). 
4
 The recording of telephone conversations in Utah, with the consent of one 
party to the conversation, is legal. Utah Code Ann. §77-23a-4(7)(b) (1995). See also Utah 
State Bar Ethics Advisory Opinion 96-04. On April 15, 1998, Ms. Mackey's attorney 
notified Mr. Harrie that the conversation had been recorded. A copy of the tape recording 
was also sent to the Tribune. (R. at 182). 
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21. During that conversation, Mr. Harrie described to Ms. Mackey's attorney some 
of the statements made by Mr. Cannon to the Tribune earlier that day. (R. at 202-19). 
22. A Certified Voice Mail Transcription of the entire conversation between Mr. 
Harrie and Ms. Mackey's counsel is attached hereto as Addendum "D". (R. at 202-19). The 
following are pertinent portions of that transcription: 
Voice mail message. April 15th, at 2:19 p.m. 
• • • 
Mr. Hoole: Chris Cannon was in your office today? 
Mr. Harrie: He was in our office And immediately Chris wanted to start 
talking about the Crelley [Mackey] case. 
Mr. Hoole: Really? 
Mr. Harrie: I swear to you, I didn't bring it up. 
Mr. Hoole: Really? 
Mr. Harrie: And what he wanted to get out there is the fact that he, through 
the Congressional office, through the campaign, Cannon 
Industries, has paid no money at all in terms of a settlement. 
Mr. Hoole: And he just volunteered that? 
Mr. Harrie: Oh, absolutely. 
Mr. Harrie: . . . I mean, he's telling me this stuff. . . and went into some 
detail. And basically said, now, I'm not saying that you need to 
run a story on this, in fact, you know, I'd just as soon you didn't. 
But, I mean, obviously he's not telling me this stuff on the 
record so that I don't write his story. 
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Mr. Hoole: So now, were you on the record or off the record? 
Mr. Harrie: No. This was all on the record. 
Mr. Hoole: This is no confidential source, nothing like that? 
Mr. Harrie: Absolutely not. This is from Chris Cannon . . . And two other 
reporters were in there and heard it. You know, there's just no 
question about that. 
Mr. Harrie: . . . [Mr. Cannon said that Crelley Mackey] "has the ability 
to waive confidentiality. We're not holding her to 
confidentiality." And then he went on to say basically though 
that— 
Mr. Hoole: It sounds like you're looking at your notes. 
Mr. Harrie: I'm looking at my notes. And actually we have this on tape as 
well. 
Mr. Harrie: But anyway, he said something to the effect that there was, you 
know, that Crelley was free to discuss it but there would be 
no benefit in that for her to talk about this publicly. And I'm 
going to have to, . . . go, back to the tape to get the exact 
wording and everything. 
Mr. Hoole: He's raising lots of interesting questions. 
Mr. Harrie: Yeah, "No entity associated with me paid a nickel. . . there 
wasn't a hostile environment. There was no impropriety on 
my part, no hostile environment, there was nothing, nothing 
came home to roost." And basically the message was that, 
I don't have it specifically in my notes, but I will have soon, 
that it basically, there was nothing to the allegations and that 
they had no merit. They wouldn't have held up. 
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Mr. Hoole: And that's on tape? 
Mr. Harrie: Uh-huh. 
Mr. Hoole: So you want a response from me? 
Mr. Harrie: Yeah. Is it true? 
Mr. Hoole: Is what true? I mean, you've given me a lot to ponder here and 
a lot for my client to ponder here. He said a lot of things 
apparently. All I can say is that the matter was resolved to the 
party's satisfaction. 
Mr. Harrie: . . . And that's all you're going to say? Because obviously his 
comments were a lot more far-reaching than that 
(Addendum "D"; R. at 203-11) (emphasis added). 
23. Later in the conversation, Mr. Harrie indicated that the evidence (the actual 
tape recording and the reporters' notes) of Mr. Cannon's statements, which were voluntarily 
made on the record, may be destroyed. (R. at 212-18; Addendum "D", pp. 11-17). 
24. Ms. Mackey brought this Action the day the article appeared in the Tribune, 
and in response to the Tribune's apparent intention to destroy the tape recording of Mr. 
Cannon's statements, had subpoenas served on the Tribune and Mr. Harrie to preserve and 
obtain the actual evidence of Mr. Cannon's statements. (R. at 1-9; 10-60; 63-69). 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Mr. Cannon's Motion to Dismiss states that "[h]is only 'breach' is that he failed to 
first speak with Mr. Hoole." (R. at 147) (emphasis added). This statement demonstrates that 
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Mr. Cannon is asserting an unreasonable interpretation of both the Settlement Agreement and 
the statements he made to reporters for the Tribune on April 15, 1998. Mr. Cannon's 
argument is based on a false premise: that what he said to the reporters were merely his 
"opinions", and were not prohibited factual and legal allegations relating to the Parties' 
settled disputes and claims. To the contrary, the Settlement Agreement prohibits precisely 
the type of statements made by Mr. Cannon because those statements inescapably relate to 
the claims and disputes about the environment in which Ms. Mackey worked and Mr. 
Cannon's express legal conclusions regarding the merits of her settled claims. 
Mr. Cannon also suggested to the trial court that the Settlement Agreement may not 
have been signed by him or on his behalf. (R. at 90). Because of this apparent claim, Ms. 
Mackey moved for an Order requiring the Parties to supplement the trial court record by 
producing a copy of the Settlement Agreement under seal and in camera to the judge. To the 
extent questions remain regarding the Settlement Agreement, that should be done. 
However, Ms. Mackey's Amended Complaint, as filed, is well-pleaded in terms of its 
factual and legal allegations. Her first cause of action, for breach of the Settlement 
Agreement, is based on bed-rock principles of contract law, and Mr. Cannon's breach of the 
plain language of their Agreement. Her second cause of action, for breach of the implied 
covenant of good faith and fair dealing, fits hand and glove with the first cause of action. It 
also focuses on the plain language of the Settlement Agreement, but, as required by Utah 
law, also addresses the reasonable expectations of the Parties, their conduct and the injury 
to Ms. Mackey's contractual interest. Neither claim should have been dismissed. 
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ARGUMENT 
L PLAINTIFF PROPERLY STATED A CLAIM THAT MR. CANNON 
MATERIALLY BREACHED THE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. 
On April 15, 1998, when Mr. Cannon stated his unsolicited views on the record and 
for the purpose of having his statements published in the Tribune, he materially violated the 
express prohibition of the Settlement Agreement against post-settlement disclosures. Mr. 
Cannon's statements constitute "factual and legal allegations relating to [the Parties' settled] 
claims and disputes" as pleaded in the Amended Complaint. (R. at 375; Addendum "B" at 
TJ10). For example, the Amended Complaint alleges that Mr. Cannon told the Tribune: 
1. That no hostile environment existed in Mr. Cannon's office; 
2. That there was nothing to Ms. Mackey's allegations; 
3. That Ms. Mackey's allegations had no merit; 
4. That her allegations wouldn't have held up; and 
5. That there was no impropriety on Mr. Cannon's part. 
(R. at 376; Addendum "B" at ^ 14). These claims are not just Mr. Cannon's opinions. They 
are allegations relating to the Parties' settled claims and disputes. In his statements, Mr. 
Cannon clearly disputes facts regarding the environment in which Ms. Mackey worked and 
expresses his legal conclusions on the merits of Ms. Mackey's settled claims.5 
Accordingly, the Amended Complaint properly pleads a claim for breach of contract. 
Mr. Cannon, however, was able to convince the trial court that his statements to the Tribune 
5
 It should be noted that Mr. Cannon is a businessman, attorney and a member 
of the United States House of Representatives whose statements carry weight and when 
released to the press are widely disseminated. 
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were merely "opinions" and that as such, they do not constitute factual and legal allegations 
relating to the Parties' resolved claims and disputes. Mr. Cannon is parsing words. The 
fallacy of his position is apparent from the plain language of the Settlement Agreement: "The 
Parties agree that the factual and legal allegations relating to their claims and disputes arising 
prior to the date of this Settlement Agreement shall be confidential. . . .". (R. at 146-47; 
375; and Addendum "B" at f^ 10). By this language, the Parties clearly agreed that after 
February 9, 1998 (the date of the Settlement Agreement), they would not express their 
personal views, opinions or conclusions on the factual and legal allegations relating to the 
claims and disputes which existed between them before the Settlement Agreement was 
signed. In particular, the Parties expressly agreed "that they shall not disclose to any third 
party that confidential information . . ." . (R. at 146-47; 375; and Addendum "B" at ^ flO). 
Mr. Cannon's third party disclosures are particularly troublesome because "in 
common parlance, the term 'allegation' connotes a conclusory statement implying the 
existence of provable supporting facts." U.S. ex rel Springfield Terminal Rv. Co. v. Ouinn, 
14 F.3d 645, 653 (D.C. Cir. 1994). The problem with Mr. Cannon's factual and legal 
allegations is that there is no way for Ms. Mackey to disprove them, having settled her claims 
and covenanted not to speak about them again.6 
6
 When Mr. Cannon stated to the Tribune's reporters that "they are not holding 
her to confidentiality," he was speaking on behalf of all of the named defendants with which 
he is associated, but not necessarily on behalf of all of the Parties to the Settlement 
Agreement. (R. at 376; 575, p. 75; Addendum "B" at ^ }14) (emphasis added). Accordingly, 
his claims "that Crelley Mackey has the ability to waive confidentiality" and his assertion 
"[t]hat although she is free to discuss it, there would be no benefit for her to talk about it 
publicly," as reported by the Tribune, place Ms. Mackey in an extremely untenable position. 
(R. at 376; Addendum "B" at ^14). At this point, Ms. Mackey can neither disprove Mr. 
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The importance of the requirement that the Parties maintain in strict confidence all of 
their personal views, opinions or conclusions about the factual and legal allegations relating 
to their claims and disputes, is apparent. The Settlement Agreement's confidentiality clause 
starts with an absolute prohibition against any subsequent discussion of the Parties' factual 
and legal positions. The only exception to this rigid confidentiality requirement is the 
Parties' ability to disclose confidential information to "their attorneys, therapists, tax 
advisors, or their ecclesiastical leaders, or as required by law." (R. at 146-47; and 375; 
Addendum "B" at f^ 10). Nothing in the Settlement Agreement permitted Mr. Cannon to 
comment as he did. In fact, the expression of his "opinions" as to the Parties' pre-settlement 
disputes, was expressly forbidden because they were, in truth, factual and legal allegations. 
The Settlement Agreement clearly sets forth the Parties' agreement restricting what 
comments could be made and on what conditions. Under the Settlement Agreement, the 
Parties agreed to the language of a single sentence to be quoted to the press on February 9, 
1998, following execution of the Settlement Agreement. That sentence, set forth in quotation 
marks in the Settlement Agreement, is: "'Ms. Mackey's claims... have been resolved to 
the Parties' satisfaction.'" (R. at 146-47; and 375; Addendum "B" at ^10) (emphasis 
added). This neutrally scripted sentence—which does not constitute a factual or legal 
allegation relating to the Parties' disputes—was released to the press as agreed. 
Cannon's allegations, nor speak out in response to them because under the Settlement 
Agreement's confidentiality clause, if she were to do so, she would risk being sued by other 
Parties to the Agreement. An action for damages is her only remedy. 
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The Parties also agreed to the specific language of an additional sentence to be 
released only if pressured by the media for more information, after first having spoken with 
Ms. Mackey's attorney. That sentence, which is also expressly set forth in the Settlement 
Agreement, is: 
4Ms. Mackey's claims . . . have been resolved to the Parties' satisfaction 
by settlement without any admission of liability, or payment of monies 
from Chris Cannon or the use of tax dollars, and that Ms. Mackey has 
voluntarily resigned her position as Field Coordinator in the Provo Office 
of Chris Cannon in order to accept employment with the Utah Legislature 
effective February 1,1998.' 
(R. at 146-47; and 375; Addendum "B" at^flO) (emphasis added). This agreed-to statement, 
which was also released to the press, does not constitute a factual or legal allegation of any 
Party. 
In anticipation that the press may further pressure the Parties for information after 
releasing the language quoted above, the Settlement Agreement expressly provided that only 
after having been specifically asked whether the Cannon Entities or individuals contributed 
money to the settlement and after again speaking first with Ms. Mackey's attorney,7 Mr. 
Cannon or his representatives could quote the following provision: 
thereafter, if further pressured by the media and asked specifically 
whether the Cannon Entities or individuals contributed money to the 
7
 Mr. Cannon's Motion to Dismiss states that "[h]is only 'breach' is that he 
failed to first speak with Mr. Hoole" before contacting the Tribune on April 15, 1998. (R. 
at 147) (emphasis added). Before the trial court, Ms. Mackey's counsel emphasized that Mr. 
Cannon's failure to contact him before speaking to the Tribune on April 15, 1998, was not 
the reason she filed suit. (R. at 575, p. 84). This Action was brought because Mr. Cannon 
publicly stated his views on the merits of Ms. Mackey's claims after he had agreed not to do 
so, and because his conduct injured her justified expectations that she would have the benefit 
of the confidential Settlement Agreement. 
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settlement, Mr. Cannon or his representatives may respond (after having 
spoken with Roger H. Hoole) that 4no Cannon entities or campaign 
contributed to any settlement.9 
(R. at 146-47; and 375; Addendum "B" at^flO) (emphasis added). Once again, this agreed-to 
language is not a factual or legal allegation. Moreover, there is no evidence that this 
statement was ever released to the press. (See Addendum "A"). In fact, Mr. Cannon's 
meeting at the Tribune on April 15th occurred some three months after the Settlement 
Agreement was signed and the last media statement was released. 
It is also significant that the specific language which the Parties agreed could be 
released relates only to whether Mr. Cannon or entities associated with him paid any money 
in settlement. None of the media statements contained in the Settlement Agreement allow 
Mr. Cannon or any other Party to disclose any factual or legal allegations relating to the 
claims and disputes which were settled. This fact is made clear by the following language 
which completes the confidentiality provision of the Settlement Agreement: "Other than 
as specifically allowed herein, the Parties and their attorneys shall not volunteer any 
confidential information, and in response to any request for information by any person 
or entity shall say only 'no comment.5" (R. at 146-47; and 375; Addendum "B" at TflO) 
(emphasis added). 
Mr. Cannon's winning argument to the trial court that he could say virtually anything 
he wanted as long as he characterizes it as his "opinion" vitiates the clear and undisputed 
language and purpose of the Settlement Agreement's confidentiality language and is in 
violation of the public policy in favor of privately and confidentially resolving disputes by 
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settlement. (R. at 575, pp. 30,32). His statements were not couched in terms of opinion, nor 
could they be; they were nothing less than his factual and legal allegations. 
Furthermore, Mr. Cannon's breach of the Settlement Agreement was material. Ms. 
Mackey would never have entered into the Settlement Agreement and agreed to its 
confidentiality clause had she known that three months later, Mr. Cannon would unilaterally 
assert that it does not bind him from sharing his "opinions" with the press. (R. at 575, pp. 
85, 88). The confidentiality clause was a significant and integral part of the Settlement 
Agreement, without which no settlement would have been possible. (R. at 575, pp. 85, 88). 
Moreover, whether Mr. Cannon's conduct constitutes a material breach presents a fact 
question which cannot be decided by a trial court on a Motion to Dismiss. Commercial 
Investment Corp. v. Siggard, 936 P.2d 1105 (Utah App. 1997); Olvmpus Hills Shopping 
Center, Ltd. v. Smith's Food & Drug Centers. Inc., 889 P.2d 445 (Utah. App. 1994). 
The trial court erred by dismissing Ms. Mackey 5s civil action for damages and should 
be reversed. 
II. PLAINTIFF PROPERLY STATED A CLAIM FOR BREACH OF THE 
IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING. 
In her Amended Complaint, Ms. Mackey also alleges that "Mr. Cannon... breached 
the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing... by vitiating her reasonably expected 
benefits of the Settlement Agreement." (R. at 378; Addendum "B" at ^24). The implied 
covenant is particularly pertinent here because of Mr. Cannon's claim that the Agreement 
does not prevent him from expressing his "opinions" as he did on April 15, 1998. 
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The Utah Supreme Court recently confirmed that 
[a]s a general rule, 'every contract is subject to an implied covenant of good 
faith.' Brehanv v. Nordstrom, Inc.. 812 P.2d 49, 55 (Utah 1991); Berube v. 
Fashion Centre. Ltd.. 771 P.2d 1033, 1046 (Utah 1989): Beck v. Farmers Ins. 
Exch.. 701 P.2d 795, 798 (Utah 1985). 'Under the covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing, each party impliedly promises that he will not 
intentionally or purposely do anything which will destroy or injure the 
other party's right to receive the fruits of the contract' St. Benedict's 
Dev. Co. v. St. Benedict's Hosp.. 811 P.2d 194,199 (Utah 1991). A violation 
of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing gives rise to a claim for breach 
of contract. Id at 200; Beck. 701 P.2d at 798. 
Brown v. Moore. 1998 WL 854415 *4-5 (Utah 1998) (emphasis added). Accord Olvmpus 
HiUs, 889 P.2d at 450 n.l. 
Although the covenant of good faith and fair dealing exists within virtually every 
contract, the covenant cannot be construed "'to establish new, independent rights or duties 
not agreed upon by the parties.'" Brown. 1998 WL 854415 at *4-5. quoting Heslop v. Bank 
ofUtah, 839 P.2d 828, 840 (Utah App. 1992), and Brehany, 812 P.2d at 55 (Utah 1991). Ms. 
Mackey has not sought to use the implied covenant of good faith to establish new, 
independent contractual rights or duties. She has, however, properly stated a claim that Mr. 
Cannon breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing by speaking in a way 
that vitiated the agreed-upon common purpose of the confidentiality clause and Ms. 
Mackey's justified expectations. 
The essence of a covenant of good faith and fair dealing is objectively reasonable 
conduct. Olvmpus Hills. 889 P.2d at 458. citing In re Vrvonis. 248 Cal. Rptr. 807,812 (Cal. 
1988). Whether a party has breached the covenant of good faith and fair dealing is generally 
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a factual issue, not an issue subject to resolution as a matter of law. Western Farm Credit 
Bank v. Pratt, 860 P.2d 376, 380 (Utah App. 1993). Therefore, when considering whether 
Mr. Cannon's public statements constitute "factual and legal allegations relating to [the 
Parties' settled] claims and disputes", the trial court should have viewed the allegations in 
the Amended Complaint in the light most favorable to Ms. Mackey, with all reasonable 
inferences drawn in her favor. Ms. Mackey submits that the trial court did not do so. It is 
readily apparent that Mr. Cannon's statements that "no hostile environment existed in [his] 
office"; "there was nothing to [her] allegations"; "[her] allegations had no merit"; "her 
allegations wouldn't have held up"; and that "there was no impropriety on [his] part" are 
factual and legal allegations regarding settled, mooted and confidential matters. At a 
minimum, these statements raise a serious fact question as to whether Mr. Cannon's conduct 
was objectively reasonable in the context of Ms. Mackey's justified expectations. Therefore, 
the trial court erred in summarily dismissing the implied covenant claim. 
The Amended Complaint also alleges that Mr. Cannon's statements and allegations 
included the following: 
a. That Crelley Mackey has the ability to waive confidentiality; 
b. That they are not holding her to confidentiality; and 
c. That although she is free to discuss it, there would be no benefit for her 
to talk about it publicly. 
(R. at 376; Addendum "B" at % 14). These statements are loaded with negative implications 
for Ms. Mackey, and highlight the need of all Parties to abide by the intended purpose of the 
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Settlement Agreement so that the justified expectations of other Parties are not injured or 
destroyed. Ms. Mackey has been damaged by Mr. Cannon's unwarranted claim that she 
could speak out if she wanted to and his prediction that she would not.8 
Ms. Mackey's reasonable expectation was that all of the Parties would abide by the 
confidentiality clause which was a cornerstone of the Settlement Agreement. (R. at 575, pp. 
85, 88). For Mr. Cannon to claim that he is entitled to the benefits of the Settlement 
Agreement but is not bound by it, is contrary to the reasonably expected benefit of the 
bargain which Ms. Mackey negotiated with him. "Good faith performance [or] enforcement 
of a contract emphasizes faithfulness to an agreed common purpose and consistency with the 
justified expectations of the other party." Olympus Hills. 889 P.2d at 451 (quoting 
Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 205 cmt. a (1979)). 
When, as here, one party asserts and acts on an unreasonable interpretation of a 
contract term, the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing is available to address the 
breach arising from that party's bad faith performance. As noted by the Supreme Court "in 
determining whether a party has breached the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, we are 
not limited to an examination of the express contractual provisions; we will also consider the 
course of dealings between the parties." Brown, 1998 WL 854415 at *4-5; citing St. 
8
 Even if Mr. Cannon and Ms. Mackey were the only Parties, his claim that "they 
are not holding her to confidentiality" does not release her of her contractual responsibility. 
As this Court has noted, "the obligation of good faith is 'constructive' rather than implied' 
because the obligation is imposed by law and cannot be disclaimed." Olympus Hills, 889 
P.2d at 450 n.4, relying on Kirke La Shelle Co. v. Paul Armstrong Co., 188 N.E. 163, 167 
(N.Y. 1933). Accord Beck.. 701 P.2d at 801 n.4 (duty to perform contract in good faith 
cannot, by definition, be waived by either party to agreement). 
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Benedict's, 811 P.2d at 200; S. Burton, Breach of Contract and the Common Law Duty to 
Perform in Good Faith, 94 Harv. L.Rev. 369,371 (1980)); Andalex Resources, Inc. v. Myers, 
871 P.2d 1041, 1047-48 (Utah App.1994) (examining contract language and course of 
dealings to determine whether breach of covenant of good faith occurred). In this instance, 
not only is the plain language and purpose of the Settlement Agreement clear, the Settlement 
Agreement establishes the appropriate course of conduct for the Parties. How they would 
conduct themselves was specifically set forth in the contract itself. Moreover, the Parties' 
course of conduct shows compliance with the intended purpose of the Settlement 
Agreement—until three months after the settlement when Mr. Cannon unexpectedly diverted 
from the Parties' agreed common purpose and justified expectations. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, the trial court's ruling granting Mr. Cannon's motion 
to dismiss Ms. Mackey's breach of contract and breach of the implied covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing claims should be reversed, and this case should be remanded. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 30th day of July, 1999. 
HOOLE & KING, L.C. 
!/"fl "•? 
Roger HyHoole 
Heather E. Morrison 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Appellant 
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I hereby certify that on the 30th day of July, 1999,1 caused 2 true and correct copies 
of the foregoing to be hand delivered, addressed to the following: 
Mary Anne Q. Wood 
Sheri A. Mower 
WOOD & CRAPO 
60 East South Temple, Suite 500 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
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Can Cannon Cash Fix Staff Problem?; Cannon: Will Cash Fix Staff 
Problem? 
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Utah Rep. Chris Cannon is offering to pay $5,000 to cover the "expenses and problems" of a female 
staffer who had an intimate relationship with the congressman's top aide but made no formal claim of 
sexual harassment. 
Cannon enlisted a former FBI agent to investigate the relationship between chief of staff Charles R. 
Warren and Salt Lake County field coordinator ^Crelley^ Mackey - an entanglement they both 
described as consensual contact without sex. 
Attorney Sandra McDonald, however, insists her client Mackey was sexually harassed. 
The incident raises questions about how Cannon handled the situation, whether he took appropriate 
action and ultimately how he will resolve it. 
When Cannon learned of the problem about four weeks ago, he hired the private investigator through 
his venture capital firm, Cannon Industries, consulted a House employment lawyer and then "brokered a 
solution" he says satisfied both aides. 
The solution includes a $5,000 payment for Mackey, which the congressman said was neither hush 
money nor a settlement, but would come in addition to a recent $6,000 a-year pay raise. 
Cannon also said he, Cannon Industries or possibly the U.S. government would pay the bill for the 
investigator. Legal fees for McDonald also remain outstanding. 
Nothing has been paid yet Cannon stressed, pending the advice of lawyers and staffers from the House 
Ethics Committee, now headed by fellow Utah Republican Jim Hansen. 
" I don't believe there was sexual harassment," said Cannon, who acknowledged he never asked for the 
investigators conclusion and doesn't want to know. 
"Both parties communicated to me they wanted to solve the problem. So I stepped in and suggested 
what I could do to make everyone comfortable." 
The relationship began about a year ago at Cannon Industries, where Warren and Mackey were 
employed. It continued when the pair left the firm with Cannon to run for Congress and then for several 
months after he was sworn into office. 
Warren, who is married, said he and Mackey did not sleep together and none of their activity occurred 
on congressional time or at federal expense. 
The relationship ended abruptly, he said. "N\Ve both knew it was something wrong. It just stopped. 
We're sick about this.11 
Warren said he offered his resignation several times to Cannon, who did not accept it "He just said 
you made a stupid mistake. Let's work on this together." 
Mackey, unmarried and in a subordinate job to Warren, though nearly 19 years older, called the 
relationship "a little minor something with two consenting adults." 
There was some contact, she said, but $he insists she never felt harassed, threatened in her job or 
victimized. 
Mackey's attorney later said her client is downplaying the harassment out of fear and denial. 
"She's got loyalties to Chris Cannon, so there's a part of her that wants to say what he wants her to say 
to protect her employment," said McDonald. "Also, as a way to protect herself she has separated herself 
from this." 
McDonald said Mackey was apprehensive about her job and not able to give genuine consent for the 
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relationship with a boss. 
'There definitely was sexual harassment," McDonald said. 
Mackey agreed to Cannon's offers of payment and changes, said McDonald, because, "She was just 
trying to figure out something to make it stop." 
Former FBI agent Richard Graham's probe ended after Warren objected to the inquiry and both staffers 
expressed interest in a resolution, according to Cannon. 
The congressman said he assured Mackey "we will never allow sexual harassment to infect the 
workplace" and that she should take whatever action she deemed appropriate. 
Mackey said she asked for nothing except some assistance in paying counseling bills, which 
apparently mounted because of the situation in the office. Cannon, meantime, said he intends to provide 
anti-harassment training for his Washington and Provo staffs and has removed Warren from Mackey's 
chain of command. 
Less clear is how Cannon handles the bills racked up in the process. That apparently will be up to the 
Ethics Committee advisers. 
Cannon was unsure whether House rules would prohibit use of federal funds or monies from Cannon 
Industries' in paying for Graham's investigation and Mackey's attorney. Also unclear is whether any 
rules prevent a business entity, Cannon Industries, from providing a gift, supplement or reimbursement 
to cover the "expenses and problems" of a congressional employee. 
Ethics Committee Chief Counsel Ted Van Der Meid referred The Tribune to House Rules. But he did 
not provide any interpretation on how the complex guidelines could be applied to the Cannon situation. 
Counsel for the Oversight Committee could not be reached for comment. 
"No one has been paid - no one is going to be paid until we go through House counsel," Cannon said 
A multimillionaire. Cannon noted he was willing to personally pay all of the bills "if that was 
allowable by the ethical process and made sense." 
The question of money came up when Cannon asked Mackey "what can we do to make you feel 
comfortable?" Cannon said. "She raised the issue of being [financially] pressed." 
But the congressman denied the payment was offered as a settlement or payoff. "Five-thousand 
dollars would be a very piddley payoff.... Even to [Mackey] if s a matter of one-sixth of her salary. But 
the answer is no. it was not a payoff." 
MackeyTs pay raise - from $25,000 to around $31,000 — was approved in March or April, weeks 
before the relationship came to his attention, Cannon said Yet House payroll records show Mackay still 
was drawing her old $25r000 annual salary as of April, the latest salary information available. 
Mackey said the raise became effective June 1 - which coincides with the beginning of Cannon's 
inquiry. She believed other field coordinators had received the same raise, but the congressman said it 
was * just for ^Crelley^." 
The raise was due to a promotion, Cannon said. "It was nothing related to this transaction." 
Cannon pointed out that Mackey's salary has steadily increased as her skills and responsibilities have 
expanded. She advanced from an estimated S10,000 salary at Cannon Industries, to $14,000 as a 
full-time staffer on the campaign to $25,000 as a beginning congressional aide. 
"1 don't know how you could say she was sexually harassed. There was a clear and consistent set of 
advancements," the congressman said. "It's pretty obvious this is not a case of gross victimization,11 
Cannon said he never was told of a problem with Warren's treatment of subordinates aside from the 
typical rough-and-tumble of electioneering. 
"In a campaign, lots of people get bullied and Chuck can be very aggressive," he said of his then-chief 
election strategist, "It was the sort of thing I didn't pay any attention to as a campaigner, There was a lot 
of heat [also put] on men by Chuck to produce. It never appeared" to be based on gender. 
Former campaign staffer Marcia Ford remembers it differently. 
"I used to get furious about the way she [Mackey] would get treated," said Ford "Chuck was the one 
person who particularly treated her badly. I can't really say that I did see sexual harassment. It had to do 
with male domination." 
Ford, a former aide to 3rd District Rep. Howard Nielson, recounted an incident during the campaign: 
Warren demanded maps, but Mackey didn't have any extras. So she ripped open packages ready for 
distribution to immediately get him the maps. 
"She was scared of Chuck/' Ford said, recalling Mackey told her at the time: " IVe learned that when 
Chuck tells me to do something, I just do it.'" 
Warren created an atmosphere that was "basically a boys club," said Ford, who acknowledges 
disappointment at being passed over for a job on the congressional staff. 
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Cannon likewise considers Mackcy and Warren his good friends and if they had trouble during the 
campaign, he did not see it 
,%Someone could have come to me and said,*Chuck's being mean.' But oh hell, it's a campaign — a 
campaign against an incumbent for crying out loud." 
The congressman described Mackey as "the person that kept people emotionally together" on the 
campaign. 
Claudia Hrvatin, Cannon's senior legislative assistant and the top-ranking woman in his Washington, 
D.C., office said she never has seen any harassment or unequal treatment of men and women in the 
office. 
"AH this stuff comes to me as a real shock . . . that [Warren] could even be accused of it," she said. 
Mackey said Warren could be a jerk, but he also could be sweet. 
She called him "a decent guy. He's got a real attitude. He's adorable and talented." 
Mackey said the two were good friends — "extremely close." 
Cannon also is a longtime friend of Warren's, in addition to being his boss. "He is smart, he 
understands politics, he understands writing, he understands message. He is very, very good." 
Warren is driven, and Cannon appreciates that in people. The congressman considers himself a doer — 
and this isn't the first time he has moved to fix a problem with money. 
In late 1995, just months before he began his campaign for Congress, Cannon got in a fight with a man 
over a traffic dispute. After breaking the man's nose, Cannon later gave or lent his spanring partner and 
the man's brothers several thousand dollars. 
The largesse wasn't hush money, but a show of friendship and concern, Cannon insisted at the time. 
"You beat somebody up a little bit, I guess you get involved with them," he sai&Reporter Judy Fahys 
contributed to this report. 
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Utah Rep. Chris Cannon's chief of staff, Charles R- Warren, resigned Wednesday after acknowledging 
he had an improper sexual relationship with a Cannon staffer who now claims he sexually harassed her. 
An attorney for Cannon field coordinator ^Crelley^ Mackey said sexual harassment complaints will 
be filed against Warren and the congressman with the Utah Anti-Discrimination Division and the federal 
Equal Employment Opportunity Office in Phoenix. 
Cannon will be named because of his responsibility to oversee the office, attorney Sandra McDonald 
said, adding there are no allegations that the congressman personally harassed Mackey. 
Warren's departure as chief of staff came less than a week after he admitted having "some sexual 
activity" with Mackey -- a dalliance Cannon said he learned of in early June and moved to resolve after 
initially calling in a former FBI agent to investigate. 
Cannon told The Tribune his solution included sexual harassment training for staff, the removal of 
Warren from personnel matters and a $5,000 payment to Mackey to cover her "expenses and problems." 
Nothing was ever settled^ however, and McDonald indicated Wednesday that a resolution must involve 
more than $5,000. 
[Cannon] came up with the $5,000 offer. I said that may pay for counseling costs, but it in no way 
compensates" for emotional and other damages, she said. 
"It's a very clear case of sexual harassment and a person being taken advantage of by someone in a 
position of authority over them," she said. 
McDonald declined to be specific about the alleged harassment, Warren has denied ever harassing 
Mackey, and Mackey previously told The Tribune she was not harassed. 
Both aides characterized their relationship as consensual contact without sex. Warren said it was 
mainly necking, while Mackey alternately described it as hugs, a kiss in an elevator, close friendship and 
a few * "pats on the head." 
After that interview, McDonald said she would speak for Mackey, whom she said was downplaying 
the situation out of fear of employment retaliation and denial. 
The encounters began more than a year ago while both worked at Cannon's Salt Lake City-based 
venture capital company, Cannon Industries, and continued when the two joined Cannon's 1996 election 
campaign and then his congressional staff- Warren in Washington and Mackey in Utah. 
In all three jobs; Mackey, 49, was either subordinate to or lower in stature to the 31-year-old Warrem 
Cannon spokesman Peter Valcarcc said Mackey's job as field coordinator has not changed and is not 
expected to. Mackey has been out of the office this week on vacation, but is expected back at work next 
week. 
"Chuck Warren made a decision today to leave. I don't anticipate ^Crelley^ would do the same,1' 
Valcarce said. 
Warren's resignation letter to Cannon did not mention the problem, "In consultation with my wife, 
family and church leaders, I feel it is in my family's best interest for me to pursue opportunities in the 
private sector. It has been my honor to serve the people of Utah and you," he said. 
Cannon, who purportedly had rejected several resignation offers from Warren before the issue became 
public, accepted his top aide's latest offer. 
"Chuck is a good friend. He has been a valuable part of my office," Cannon said. "I am certain he will 
be able to put this incident behind him and continue to be a valuable member of our community." 
Cannon stands by his statements last week that he believed the relationship between staffers'was 
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"inappropriate" but consensual, said Valcarce, who declined comment on McDonald's charge there was 
clear-cut harassment. 
But Valcarce did question McDonald's plan to file claims with state and federal anti-discrimination 
offices, 
"I don't think any of the other agencies she's mentioned have any jurisdiction over this matter — it's a 
congressional matter," Valcarce said. 
Joseph Gallegos, director of Utah's anti-discrimination and labor division, said jurisdiction in a case 
involving a congressional office is unclear. 
" We would not have jurisdiction over a federal agency, so there might be that twist to it," Gallegos 
said. "If we took the [complaint] we'd make that determination-" 
In any case, Cannon has stressed he will follow the advice of House counsel, primarily the Ethics 
Committee, now headed by fellow Utah Republican Rep. Jim Hansen. The Office of the House 
Employment Counsel also has apparently joined in. 
McDonald said she has spoken with Associate Counsel Frederick Herrera of the employment office. 
He appeared to be acting in an advisory capacity to Cannon, McDonald said, with possible authority to 
agree to a settlement. 
The employment office and Herrera declined to comment 
Last week, Cannon suggested he, Cannon Industries and the U.S. government all might be involved to 
some degree in paying Mackey, McDonald and Richard Graham, the ex-FBI agent who looked into the 
matter. 
But he added that any such solution would have to clear the House ethics process. 
Ethics Committee staff has declined to address the matter. However a former Capitol Hill attorney 
familiar with the situation said three specific House Rules — 43,45 and 51 (the new gift ban enacted in 
1995) — would come into play. 
The rules are complicated and ultimately can be applied using whatever interpretation the Ethics 
Committee chooses. 
The lawyer, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said given the intertwining of Cannon Industries, 
the campaign and the congressional office, the most workable and legal solution would be for Cannon to 
foot the bills. 
Under all of the relevant House provisions and campaign law, he is "the one entity that can move and 
put money down in all three worlds," the attorney said. 
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Cannon Aide Files Complaints; Claims Staffer Forced Her Into 
Relationship; Cannon Aide Claims Harassment 
Byline: By LAURIE SULLIVAN MADDOX and DAN HARRIE THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 
COPYRIGHT 1997, THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 
An aide to Rep. Chris Cannon has filed sexual-harassment complaints against her boss's congressional 
office, his venture-capital firm and his 1996 political campaign. 
^Crelley^ Mackey is seeking unspecified monetary compensation and guarantees against retaliation in 
her job as a Cannon field coordinator, her attorney, Roger Hoole, told The Salt Lake Tribune on 
Tuesday. 
Mackcy maintains she was pressured into a nonconsensual physical relationship with Charles R. 
Warren, who was her superior at all three Cannon offices. Warren resigned July 2 as Cannon's 
congressional chief of staff, 
Hoole filed a complaint on Macke/s behalf with the Utah Anti-Discrimination and Labor Division and 
initiated a grievance with the U.S. House Office of Compliance. 
Both actions are the first step required in a process that could end in a settlement or lawsuits. The 
actions are separate because of the mix of entities and jurisdictions involved, Hoole said 
The case against the Chris Cannon for Congress committee and Cannon Industries sets out general 
allegations of sexual harassment, sexual discrimination and violations of the Equal Pay Act 
The case against the congressional office was launched July 14 with the "request for counseling" 
notice sent to the compliance office. 
In that case, Mackey generally alleges that inappropriate conduct continued after Cannon won election 
and hired Mackey and Warren as congressional staffers. 
Cannon is not personally accused of inappropriate behavioT. 
"But under the law, the responsibility is at the feet of the employer because the employer is supposed 
to take steps to see that this kind of conduct does not occur," Hoole said, 
The congressman responded to the complaints through administrative assistant Steve Taggart. 
"This is a great tragedy for the two people involved. We have great concern for them and their 
families. We acted quickly, appropriately and with clarity when the matter was brought to our attention, 
and we will support the process until this matter is resolved." 
Warren did not return a telephone calL He previously has acknowledged having an improper 
relationship with Mackey, but denied the two had sex or that he ever harassed her. 
Hoole stressed that the relationship never was consensual. 
Prior to serving as chief of staff, Warren was a top strategist in Cannon's 1996 campaign and before 
that an executive at Salt Lake City-based Cannon Industries. 
Mackey worked for Cannon Industries and the 1996 Cannon campaign. She alleges Warren harassed 
her in those jobs, and continued doing so in the congressional office, up until April 28. 
Mackey remains employed in Cannon's Utah office but "it's a roller-coaster ride through hell," said 
Hoole. 
"She's either the greatest thing since buttered bread or nobody wants to have anything to do with her/1 
he said, referring to office tensions since Mackey's allegations publicly surfaced a month ago. 
Taggert said Mackey "has been treated like any other employee and we will continue to do so." 
Joseph Gallegos Jr., director of Utah's Anti-Discrimination and Labor Division, said he is barred by 
state law from commenting on confidential complaints. 
Employers accused of discrimination-related violations are required to be notified within 10 days of 
the filing of a complaint, said Gallegos. 
if 2 7/28/98 9:25 PM 
The congressional office, the Cannon campaign organization and Cannon Industries have not received 
notice, Taggart said. 
In fact, Taggart said he was blindsided by the filing of a formal action, learning of it only from Tribune 
inquiries, and was "baffled" by the equal pay and sex-discrimination allegations. 
The filing of formal actions with state and federal agencies followed the breakdown of settlement 
negotiations, about which neither side would elaborate. 
In a previous interview, Cannon acknowledged offering Mackey $5,000 to cover "expenses and 
problems,11 along with promises of formal sexual-harassment training in his congressional office and 
removing Warren from a supervisory role over Mackey. 
Warren's sudden resignation settled that aspect of the initial settlement proposal. Taggart said the 
office still plans to institute appropriate workplace behavior training. 
As for the $5,000 settlement offer, Hoole said "that's long rejected." 
Taggart said Hoole "threw out some numbers" for a financial settlement "Frankly, we didn't take 
them too seriously." 
Cannon learned of the relationship between staffers around the first of June and initiated a private 
investigation by arranging for Cannon Industries to hire retired FBI agent Richard Graham. 
Cannon has said the probe was halted when Mackey and Warren expressed interest in a resolution, 
which the congressman said he attempted to broker. 
Q^ 
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Cannon Says Aide Who Filed Harassment Suit Is on Leave 
Byline: BY DAN HARRIE THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 
Rep. Chris Cannon has placed on administrative leave an aide who has pending sexual harassment 
complaints against the congressional office, Cannon's 1996 political campaign and his venture-capital 
firm, Cannon Industries. 
^Crelley« Mackey, Cannon's Utah office field coordinator, remains "officially on our congressional 
staff. Because of ongoing negotiations, I can't say anything further," Cannon spokesman JefF Hartley 
said Monday, 
Hartley acknowledged that Mackey is on administrative leave, confirming rumors that have been 
circulating for three weeks. 
But no reason was given for the move. 
In fact, not only is Mackey on leave from her congressional job, she was sworn in Monday as a Utah 
State Senate committee secretary, 
Mackey would not comment on her status with Cannon, nor her pending sexual harassment complaints 
stemming from allegations she was pressured into an unwanted physical relationship with former 
Cannon staff chief Charles R. Warren. 
Warren resigned in July after acknowledging he had an improper relationship with Mackey. Warren 
had been in a supervisory role over Mackey in the congressional office, during the Cannon 1996 
campaign and at Cannon Industries. 
The complaints filed on behalf of Mackey name Cannon because of his responsibility to oversee his 
employees, and not because of any claims of inappropriate sexual behavior on his part. 
Mackey has been seeking unspecified monetary damages and guarantees against job retaliation. 
Mackey's attorney, Roger Hoole, declined comment on why his client has been placed on leave. 
"She hasn't been fired and she hasn't resigned;1 Hoole said. "She is still an employee [in the 
congressional office] and we anticipate she'll be returning to work in the near future." 
Hoole and Mackey said her work in the state Senate is on a "volunteer basis." 
Senate Secretary Annette Moore disputed that, saying cotnmittee secretary is a full-time paid position 
for the 45 days the Legislature is in session. 
But Mackey insisted that, "I am not going to accept pay for it" 
'Rp^ 
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Cannon Aide Settles Harassment Claims 
Byline: BY DAN HARRIS THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 
An aide to Utah Congressman Chris Cannon has resigned her post and settled sexual harassment claims 
against the congressional office, Cannon Industries and the 1996 Cannon election campaign. 
Negotiations with ^ Crelley^ Mackey, Cannon's Utah office field coordinator, apparently went down 
to the wire Monday - with the undisclosed settlement averting a threatened lawsuit. 
She had sought unspecified monetary damages, 
Mackey filed sexual harassment claims in July, alleging she was pressured into an unwanted physical 
relationship with former Cannon staff chief Charles R- Warren. 
Warren resigned July 2, shortly after published reports about his relationship with Mackey. Cannon 
had arranged the hiring of a retired FBI agent to conduct a private investigation and subsequently offered 
to pay Mackey S5,000 - an offer she refused. 
Cannon was not personally accused of any improper behavior. 
However, Mackey's attorney, Roger Hoole, had claimed that as the employer, Cannon had 
responsibility for the actions of his managers. 
Warren and Mackey were employed by Cannon at his Salt Lake City-based investment firm, his 
successful campaign and in the congressional office. 
The settlement included confidentiality terms. Cannon spokesman Jeff Hartley declined comment, 
saying he was N%not allowed" to do so. 
Hoole and Cannon administrative assistant Steve Taggart confined their comments to a single 
agreed-to written sentence: 
"Ms. Mackey's claims against the employing [congressional] office, the Cannon entities [Cannon's 
venture-capital firm, Cannon Industries], the campaign and Mr. Warren have been resolved to the 
parties' satisfaction.1' 
> 
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Cannon Talks on Sex Case; He says he and taxpayers paid nothing to 
settle accusations 
Byline: BY DAN HARRIE The Salt Lake Tribune 
Copyright 1998, THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 
Rep. Chris Cannon, R-Utah. says neither he nor taxpayers paid any money to settle sexual-harassment 
claims brought against his congressional office, business and 1996 campaign by a former staffer. 
"No entity associated with me paid a nickle," Cannon said Wednesday. "There was no impropriety on 
my part and no hostile environment. Nothing came home to roost." 
Cannon previously had declined to discuss details of the settlement in February with his former field 
coordinator k^Crelley^ Mackey. 
He made the comments Wednesday as an apparent attempt at political self-inoculation in light of 
expected scrutiny of his background, along with those of other Republican members of the House 
Judiciary Committee. The panel will decide whether to initiate impeachment proceedings against 
President Clinton. 
The Associated Press last weekend reported that Bob Mulholiand, a Democratic National Committee 
member in California, was sifting public records to turn up damaging information on House Judiciary 
Committee members. 
Mulholiand threatened to release embarrassing personal information on the committee's 20 GOP 
members if they move forward with impeachment proceedings. 
'The point I want to make is that Republicans cannot attack Democrats on fund-raising and morals; 
they're not credible," Mulholiand told The AP. "They themselves have tainted pasts." 
Cannon said he is * 'not worried about a creep in California... who thinks he can dig up some dirt or 
create something." The Utah congressman described his life as "an open book." 
Still, the "dirt digging" expedition against House Judiciary Republicans is forcing Cannon to revisit 
and expand his life's chapter on sexual harassment allegations. 
A recent issue of The Hill newspaper cited the Cannon case as an example of ironic "fodder for 
reporters" writing stories on Judiciary Committee members. 
Cannon said he now is willing to discuss the settlement in more detail to clarify that no cash or 
benefits were paid Mackey from congressional coffers, personal monies or his business or campaign 
funds. 
However, he hinted of payment from his former chief of staff, Charles Warren. 
An attorney for Warren did not return a telephone call Wednesday from The Salt Lake Tribune. 
Warren resigned his top congressional staff job under pressure in July after published accounts of 
Mackey's claim she was pressured into an improper sexual relationship with him. 
In private complaints filed with the Utah Anti-Discrimination and Labor Division and the U.S. House 
Office of Compliance, Mackey had claimed sexual harassment and sexual discrimination. 
Cannon was not personally accused of wrongdoing. 
However, Cannon was implicated indirectly in allegations of fostering a "hostile environment" at 
Cannon Industries during the 1996 congressional campaign and in Congress because of his role as 
employer of Warren and Mackey. 
When Cannon learned of the staffers' relationship, he hired a former FBI agent to investigate and later 
offered Mackey $5,000. 
The case was settled in February when Mackey resigned and dropped plans for a threatened lawsuit 
At that time, Cannon and Mackey declined comment beyond confirming the claims were "resolved to 
the parties' satisfaction." 
7/28/98 9:26 PM 
Cannon confirmed Wednesday that a confidentiality agreement existed, but said he was allowed to 
discuss certain aspects of the settlement He added that he withdrew his original $5,000 offer and paid 
no money to Mackey. 
"There was zero payment from the House. There were no dollars [paid] from Cannon Industries or any 
of the entities," he said. 
Cannon said he did not consider Mackey bound by confidentiality. 
"We're willing to give her latitude to express whatever she wants about this," said the congressman. 
"We don't want her maligning me personally. But she has the ability to waive confidentiality on this. 
There's nothing I'm holding her to confidentiality on." 
However, Cannon said he believed Mackey would remain silent. 
There are a lot of reasons for her not to speak to anybody about this," ("annon said 11 ic \ 11 < • 11 p 1 o 
her — you can figure those out or ask her." 
Mackey's attorney, Roger Hoole, declined comment Wednesday. 
But when informed of Cannon's comments, he expressed surprise and tiiged 1 hi 1 nbun t< > pre t»nn: 
notes of the interview. 
" I intend to file a case against Chris Cannon in the future,* Hoole said, refusing to clarify the grounds 
for any potential litigation. 
Tribune reporter John Heilprin contributed to this article. 
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Day After Speaking Out, Cannon Gets Sued; Ex-aide says his 
comments violated settlement of sex-harassment claims, defamed 
her; Cannon Is Sued A Day After Speaking Out 
Byline: BY DAN HARRIE THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 
Copyright 1998, THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 
A former aide to Congressman Chris Cannon filed suit Thursday against the first-term Republican, 
claiming he invaded her privacy, defamed her and breached confidentiality in discussing settlement of 
sexual harassment claims. 
The suit filed in 3rd District Court by ^ Crelley^ Mackey stemmed from Cannon's comments in an 
interview published Thursday in The Salt Lake Tribune. 
Cannon said neither he nor taxpayers paid any money toward the harassment-claims settlement struck 
in February with Mackey. 
% %No entity associated with mc paid a nicklc," Cannon said in the interview Wednesday. "There was 
no impropriety on my part and no hostile environment. Nothing came home to roost" 
But Cannon hinted that his former chief of staff, Charles Warren, made payment toward a settlement. 
Cannon, of Mapleton, said comments he made were allowed by the confidentiality agreement He 
added he did not consider Mackey constrained from talking. 
"There's nothing I'm holding her to confidentiality on," Cannon said> However, he added, ''There are 
a lot of reasons for her not to speak to anybody about this." 
Mackey's attorney, Roger Hooie, said it was that type of comment that spurred Thursday's lawsuit 
"That suggests that she would speak out if doing so would help her,n Hoole said, "It assumes she has 
the legal ability to do so, which is erroneous." 
"That is the type of thing that is highly offensive to Ms. Mackey," Hoolc said. He referred to a vague 
statement issued jointly by Cannon and Mackey when the sexual harassment claims were settled. 
"Any comment beyond that by any of the parties, I believe, is inappropriate and actionable," Hoole 
said. "Particularly, the comments [Cannon] made that essentially put Ms. Mackey in a position where 
she would have to respond publicly or bear the pain of letting them stand in silence, unrebutted." 
The lawsuit seeks unspecified monetary damages from Cannon personally, from his congressional 
office, his venture-capital firm and the 1996 Cannon for Congress campaign. 
The claims are broad and provide few details. 
"Mr. Cannon invaded the privacy of Ms. Mackey by engaging in an intentional, substantial intrusion 
upon her solitude or seclusion, which intrusion would be highly offensive to the reasonable person," 
according to the suit. 
The allegations include that Cannon placed Mackey in a "false light" before the public, "acting with 
knowledge of, or acting in reckless disregard as to, the falsity of the publicized matters." 
And Mackey's suit claims Cannon maliciously slandered her "in an effort to impeach her honesty, 
integrity, virtue or reputation and thereby expose her to public hatred, contempt or ridicule." 
Hoole had subpoenas served on The Tribune and a reporter seeking to compel testimony and 
production of notes. 
Cannon issued a terse statement in response to the lawsuit. 
"We disagree," he said through spokesman Jeff Hartley. 
"We were surprised because we disagree with his charges," Hartley added. 
of 2 7/28/98 9:27 PM 
Hartley, who sat in on The Tribune interview with Cannon, said he believed the article published was 
accurate. 
The harassment case underlying the suit involved allegations that Warren, Cannon's former chief of 
staff, pressured Mackey into an unwanted sexual relationship beginning when they both were employed 
by Cannon Industries. 
The relationship allegedly continued when they moved into jobs on the 1996 election campaign, and 
later when they worked on Cannon's congressional staff. 
Cannon was not personally accused of wrongdoing. However, the complaints claimed a "hostile 
environment" existed in Cannon's company, campaign and congressional office. 
When Cannon learned of his staffers' relationship, he hired an ex-FBI agent to investigate, then offered 
Mackey $5,000 for expenses and counseling. Warren was forced to resign in July. 
Private complaints filed with the Utah Anti-Discrimination and Labor Division and the U.S. House 
Office of Compliance were dropped and Mackey resigned her job as field coordinator for Cannon's Utah 
office in February pursuant to a confidential settlement. 
Cannon previously had declined to elaborate on terms of the deal. 
In The Tribune interview Wednesday, he said no monies from his congressional office, business, 
campaign or personal funds had gone into the settlement. 
Cannon explained he was attempting to set the public record straight in preparation for politically 
motivated digging into his background because of his membership on the House Judiciary Committee. 
That panel will determine whether to initiate impeachment proceedings against President Clinton. 
Q^ 
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Cannon Asks Court For Dismissal of Suit Filed by Former Aide; No 
factual allegations, congressman contends 
Byline: BY JOHN HEILPRIN THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 
First-term Congressman Chris Cannon has asked the state's 3rd District Court to dismiss a lawsuit filed 
against him by a former aide. 
The motion to dismiss, tiled with the court on Thursday, says the lawsuit "sets out a kitchen-sink 
litany of causes of action with no factual allegations supporting any of them.M 
Cannon's former aide, ^ Crelley^ Mackey, claims in her April lawsuit the congressman invaded her 
privacy, defamed her and breached conlidentiality when he talked about a harassment-claims settlement 
involving his office. 
His comments about the settlement came in an interview published April 16 in The Salt Lake Tribune, 
But Cannon says in his court response that Mackey's lawsuit also has failed to show the congressman's 
comments are anything more than "a non-material breach of the settlement agreement." 
According to court papers, any party that breaches the confidentiality agreement in a significant or 
"material" manner would be required to pay the other side $10,000. 
Mackey's lawsuit against Cannon seeks unspecified monetary damages from Cannon and his 
congressional office, venture-capital firm and 1996 campaign. 
Cannon's spokesman- referred The Tribune to Cannon's lawyer, Mary Anne Wood. 
Wood said Mackeyfs lawyer, Roger Hoole, "hasn't done what he needs to do to stale a claim, to start a 
lawsuit" 
Though he had not yet seen the motion to dismiss, Hoole replied, *^we look forward to vigorously 
responding in court." He described as "absolutely ridiculous" Wood's assertion there is no factual basis 
for Mackey's lawsuit. 
"That's just a lawyers spin for a politician," Hoole said. 
The April civil suit brought by Mackey against Cannon has been assigned to District Judge Homer 
Wilkinson. 
It stems from Mackey's settlement in February of sexual harassment and sexual discrimination claims 
against Cannon's office that were privately filed with the state and federal government 
Cannon was named in the harassment claims because he was in charge of the office. 
The harassment case alleged that Cannon's former chief of staff, Charles Warren, pressured Mackey 
into an unwanted sexual relationship that began when they worked for Cannon Industries. Those 
complaints were dropped when Mackey resigned her job as a field coordinator with Cannon's Utah 
office. 
According to Cannon's motion to dismiss, both sides on Feb. 9 agreed to a confidential "Mutual 
Settlement Agreement and Full Release." 
On Tuesday, the Tribune also responded to Mackey's attempt to subpoena testimony from The Tribune 
and a reporter along with notes and tapes from an interview with Cannon. 
The newspaper claimed a constitutional or "reporter's privilege." 
The newspaper's lawyer, Sharon Sonnenreich, pointed out in court documents "no alleged contract is 
attached to [Mackey's April] complaint," suggesting public proof should be offered of an agreement 
between Cannon and Mackey. 
Hoole said he would file a response to The Tribune next week. 
"I don't think that it is appropriate in this case, when the congressman was speaking on the record," he 
said, "to quash the subpoena of a tape recording of what he said." 
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No money was paid to settle suit, repeats Cannon staff 
Latest statement is on heels of new lawsuit by ex-aide 
By Joe Costanzo, Staff Writer 
If asked, Rep. Chris Cannon is willing to repeat that no money was paid to settle 
a lawsuit by a former aide who claimed she was sexually harassed by a co-worker, 
That despite a new lawsuit accusing Cannon of violating the confidentiality 
provisions of the earlier settlement by disclosing its terms. 
"Absolutely," said Jeff Hartley, the 3rd District Republican's spokesman. "The 
statement is accurate." 
The issue came up when Cannon revealed this week that neither he, his office, 
his business nor taxpayers paid anything to resolve the lawsuit filed last year by 
Crelley Mackey. 
Mackey, who was Cannon's Salt Lake County field coordinator, alleged she was 
pressured into an unwanted physical relationship with the congressman's chief of 
staff, Charles R. Warren. 
Warren resigned July 3, shortly after the allegations were made public. 
Mackey was placed on administrative leave with pay in January and then 
worked as a Utah State Senate secretary during the 1998 legislative session. She 
resigned from Cannon's staff when the lawsuit was settled on Feb. 9. 
Neither side revealed any of the terms of the settlement agreement until this 
week, when Cannon confirmed no money was involved. 
In a lawsuit filed Thursday afternoon in 3rd District Court, Mackey said 
Cannon's comments "breached the agreement by disclosing confidential information 
regarding the same." 
In addition to breach of contract, the suit accuses Cannon of invasion of privacy, 
defamation and infliction of emotional distress. 
According to the suit, Cannon invaded Mackey's privacy by "giving publicity to 
matters concerning her that places her before the public in false light" 
Though not specifically mentioned in the lawsuit, the alleged violation 
apparently occurred in an interview published Wednesday in the Salt Lake Tribune. 
In that interview, Cannon said of the Mackey matter, "There was no impropriety on 
my part and no hostile environment. Nothing came home to roost" 
Hartley said the congressman was surprised by the new lawsuit "because there 
are no grounds for it." He added there would be no further comment from Cannon's 
office "until wc can sort through the allegations." 
However, Hartley said Cannon's public comments in regards to the Mackey 
matter were accurate. 
Mackey's lawsuit seeks special, general and punitive damages to be determined 
at trial. 
© 1997 Deseret News Publishing Co. 
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Cannon office, ex-aide settle harassment suit 
By Lee Davidson, Washington Correspondent 
Without disclosing terms, an aide to Rep. Chris Cannon, R-Utah, has settled 
sexual harassment claims she filed against his office, his company and his former 
chief of staff. 
Crelley Mackey - who had been Cannon's Salt Lake County field coordinator -
also resigned as the settlement was reached. 
Cannon's former chief of staff, Chuck Warren, resigned in July after the press 
disclosed his relationship with Mackey, which he de-scribed as "consensual physical 
contact without sex," but which Mackey said in claims was unwanted sexual 
harassment. 
The relationship began when both worked for Cannon's venture capital firm, 
Cannon Industries, and continued as they worked on Cannon's 1996 campaign and 
later in his congressional office. 
Before Warrenfs resignation, Cannon acknowledged he had hired a former FBI 
agent to investigate their relationship - and tried to broker a deal to avoid claims 
including an offer to pay $5?G00 to Mackey for counseling and other expenses, She 
declined it 
Cannon's current chief of staff, Steve Taggart, said Cannon did not pay any 
money personally to Mackey as part of the final settlement. 
He said the settlement was reached "without any admission of liability or 
payment of monies from Chris Cannon or the use of tax dollars," 
He said terms of the settlement did not allow him to offer any further details, 
and other comments were limited to one sentence released jointly by Cannon and 
Mackeyfs attorney. 
It said, "Ms. Mackey's claims against the employing (congressional) office, the 
Cannon entities (Cannon Industries), the campaign and Mr. Warren have been 
resolved to the parties1 satisfaction." 
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Cannon aide placed on leave 
She takes up new Job as secretary at Utah Senate 
Associated Press 
Rep. Chris Cannon aide Crelley Mackey, who has alleged sexual harassment by 
a former co-worker, has been placed on administrative leave and also has a new job* 
She was sworn in Monday as a Utah State Senate committee secretary. 
Mackey filed sexual-harassment complaints against the congressional office, 
Cannon's 1996 political campaign and his venture-capital firm, Cannon Industries. 
Mackey, Cannon's Utah office field coordinator, remains "officially on our 
congressional staff. Because of ongoing negotiations, I can't say anything further,n 
Cannon spokesman Jeff Hartley said Monday, Hartley acknowledged that Mackey is 
on administrative leave. 
Mackey would not comment on her status with Cannon, nor her pending 
harassment complaints stemming from her allegations that she was pressured into an 
unwanted physical relationship with former Cannon staff chief Charles R. Warren. 
Warren resigned in July. He had been in a supervisory role over Mackey in the 
congressional office during the Cannon 1996 campaign and at Cannon Industries. 
The complaints filed on behalf of Mackey name Cannon because of his 
responsibility to oversee his employees. 
Mackey has been seeking unspecified monetary damages and guarantees against 
job retaliation. 
Mackey's attorney, Roger Hoole, declined comment on why his client has been 
placed on leave. 
"She hasn't been fired and she hasn't resigned," Hoole said. "She is still an 
employee (in the congressional office) and we anticipate shell be returning to work 
in the near future." 
Hoole and Mackey said her work in the state Senate is on a "volunteer basis/' 
However, Senate Secretary Annette Moore said committee secretary is a 
full-time paid position for the 45 days the Legislature is in session. 
Mackey said. "I am not going to accept pay for it." 
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Field aide for Cannon files 2 harassment complaints 
By Hans Moran, Staff Writer 
The Salt Lake County field coordinator for Rep. Chris Cannon, R-Utah, has 
filed two sexual harassment complaints. 
Crelley Mackey has filed a discrimination complaint with the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission and the state Anti-Discrimination and Labor 
Division based on sexual harassment, sexual discrimination and equal pay violations 
she alleges took place while she worked for Cannon Industries and Chris Cannon for 
Congress before 1997, said Mackey's attorney, Roger Hoole. 
In addition, Mackey has filed a second complaint with the Congressional Office 
of Compliance for sexual harassment she claims occurred after Cannon was elected, 
Hoole said. 
As prohibited by law, none of the agencies would release any information on the 
alleged complaint. 
"We can't confirm or deny that the complaint has been filed/ said Joseph 
Gallegos, director of the Anti-discrimination Division, which handles 
sexual-harassment complaints. "We're prohibited by statute from doing that." 
Although Hoole would not discuss specifics of the case, he said the sexual 
harassment involves Cannonfs former chief of staff, Charles R. Warren, who 
resigned from his post after the allegations surfaced in late June. 
The complaints allege Mackey was pressured into a non-consensual physical 
relationship and seeks unspecified compensation and the assurance that she will not 
be retaliated against at work for filing the complaint, Hoole said. Neither Cannon 
nor Warren are personally named in the complaints, Hoole said 
Monetary compensation will be sought if the matter proceeds to court, he said. 
"This is the first step," Hoole said. "Nothing has been specified at all in the 
complaints. The process has to take its course." 
"This is a tragedy for the two people involved," said Cannon press secretary Jeff 
Hartley, who said he had not seen the complaints Wednesday. "Once the issue was 
brought to our attention we acted immediately," 
Warren resigned from Cannon's office after press disclosures early this month 
that he and Mackey had what they termed an improper relationship including 
"consensual contact without sex." They have declined to elaborate. 
Cannon has said he learned about the relationship between Mackey, 49, and 
Warren, 31, about two months ago and hired a former FBI agent to look into it 
Cannon has said he felt that an improper but consensual relationship had 
occurred - not sexual harassment - but he tried to broker a deal that included an offer 
to pay $5,000 to Mackey for counseling and other expenses. 
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Cannon's chief of staff resigns 
By Lee Davidson, Washington Correspondent 
Rep. Chris Cannon's chief of staff, Charles Warren, resigned Thursday amid 
allegations that he sexually harassed another staffer. 
"In consultation with my wife, family and church leaders, I feel it is in my 
family's best interest for me to pursue opportunities in the private sector," he wrote 
to Cannon, who accepted the resignation despite refusing earlier offers. 
That came after disclosure in the press this week that he and Crelley Mackey, 
Cannon's Salt Lake County field coordinator, had what they termed an improper 
relationship including "consensual contact without sex." They have declined to 
elaborate. 
Mackey's attorney, Sandra McDonald, said Friday that she plans to file formal 
sexual-harassment claims against Warren sometime in the next few weeks. 
She said they will assert Warren used his supervisory positions over Mackey to 
pressure her into the relationship not only in Cannon's congressional office but also 
earlier in their work on the Republican^ campaign and at Cannon Industries, a 
venture capital firm owned by the congressman. 
McDonald added she plans also to name Cannon in the complaint because of his 
duty to oversee his office and employees. 
McDonald said she is not sure yet exactly where she will file the harassment 
charges because jurisdiction in a case involving a congressional office is unclear. 
Mackey said she has no comment on the situation. Meanwhile, she is taking 
some vacation time off from the congressional office. But Cannon's spokesman, 
Peter Val-carce, said. "We don't expect her to resign, too. There is no reason for 
that." 
Warren's resignation came after he. too, had been taking vacation time while 
Cannon pondered what action he should pursue. 
Cannon has said he learned about the relationship between Mackey, 49, and 
Warren, 31, about a month ago and hired a former FBI agent to look into it 
Valcarce has said it is undecided whether congressional funds will help pay for that 
probe* 
Cannon has said he felt that an improper but consensual relationship had 
occurred - not sexual harassment - but he tried to broker a deal that included an offer 
to pay S5,000 to Mackey for counseling and other expenses. 
Valcarce stressed that no payments have been made and that Cannon is working 
with House ethics lawyers to ensure any payments made comply with the law. 
Cannon also issued a short statement about Warren's resignation. "Chuck is a 
good friend. He has been a valuable part of my office. His drive and dedication to 
political principles have significantly benefited the residents of the 3rd District. 
"I am certain he will be able to put this incident behind him and continue to be a 
valuable member of our community," Cannon said. 
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Cannon aides take time off as relationship is reviewed 
By Lee Davidson, Washington Correspondent 
Two aides to Rep. Chris Cannon, R-Utah, are taking time off while the 
lawmaker reviews what to do amid the disclosure of what his office says was the 
aides' improper-but-nonsexual relationship. 
Sources in other congressional offices said they heard that Cannon Chief of 
Stafif Charles Warren and Cannon's Salt Lake County field coordinator, Crelley 
Mackey, were gone permanently. 
But Cannon spokesman Peter Valcarce said Tuesday that is false. 
"They both are taking a little time off by their own choice," said Valcarce, who 
described the relationship between Warren, who is married, and the unmarried 
Mackey as "consensual contact without sex." 
Valcarce said Cannon's public response is limited to a two-sentence statement 
he issued Tuesday. It read, "This is a sad situation regarding two people's lives. We 
will deal with it quickly, responsibly arid with clarity." 
Cannon has also said he tried to "broker a solution" to the situation to satisfy 
and make both parties comfortable. 
That included offering to pay Mackey $5,000 - which Cannon said he does not 
view either as hush money or a settlement for any potential sexual harassment 
claim. 
Press reports said Mackey sought money to pay for counseling bills that had 
mounted. 
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2 aides take time off while Cannon reviews ^improper1 
relationship 
Congressman offered woman aide $5,000, which he denies was hush 
money. 
By Lee Davidson, Washington Correspondent 
Two aides to Rep. Chris Cannon, R-Utah, are taking time off while the 
lawmaker reviews what to do amid the disclosure of what his office says was the 
aides' impropcr-but-nonsexual relationship. 
Sources in other congressional offices said they heard that Cannon Chief of 
Staff Charles Warren and Cannon's Salt Lake County field coordinator, CreUey 
Mackey, were gone permanently. 
But Cannon spokesman Peter Valcarce said Tuesday that is false. 
"They both are taking a little time off by their own choice. This is a recess 
week," while Congress is off for the Fourth of July, Valcarce said. 
He said the relationship between Warren, who is married, and the unmarried 
Mackey is best described as "consensual contact without sex," He declined to 
elaborate. 
The relationship was disclosed in weekend press reports, where Waircn said the 
relationship was an error and had ended. It began when both worked at Cannon's 
venture capital firm and continued as they worked on his campaign and 
congressional staffs. 
Valcarce described their time off as voluntary vacation, but he said he didn't 
know when they would return. He said Cannon is reviewing a spectrum of options 
regarding their assignments. 
Valcarce said Cannon's public response is limited to a two-sentence statement 
he issued Tuesday. It read, "This is a sad situation regarding two people's lives. We 
will deal with it quickly, responsibly and with clarity." 
Meanwhile, Mackey told the Deseret News, "I just took some vacation time that 
I had coming," she said. "I told them I was just going to take a week or two.M 
She said she had not heard about Cannon's statement and had no further 
comment. 
Cannon has said he heard of it about a month ago and hired a former FBI 
investigator through his old venture capital firm, Cannon Industries, to look into it. 
Valcarce said it is undecided whether that probe will be paid by congressional or 
other funds. 
Cannon has also said he tried to "broker a solution" to the situation to satisfy 
and make both parties comfortable. 
That included offering to pay Mackey $5,000 - which Cannon said he does not 
view either as hush money or a settlement for any potential sexual harassment 
claim. 
Press reports said Mackey sought money to pay for counseling bills that had 
mounted. 
"Nothing has been paid yet," Valcarce stressed Fucicb), adding it w m't be until 
after it's reviewed by House ethics lawyers. 
- . *-»*_«m«,.7 / \J (\JZ\)4 1 / 
Meanwhile, Mackey also received a $6,000~a-year pay increase about the same 
time that Cannon started looking into the Warren-Mackey relationship. 
Valcarce said that had nothing to do with the other solution Cannon was trying 
to arrange. "Her position changed as she grew into her job, and she was paid what 
other field coordinators were," he said. 
If Cannon decides any further action is necessary, including possible 
rcassignments, he will announce it promptly, Valcarce said. 
Press reports have said Warren has offered several times to resign, but Cannon 
urged him to stay and to find a way to work through the situation, 
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THE OFFICE OF CONGRESSMAN 
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Civil No. 980903909 
Judge Homer J. Wilkinson 
Plaintiff, Crelley Mackey. hereby complains, alleges and demands of Defendants Chris 
Cannon, individually, The Office of Congressman Chris Cannon, Chris Cannon For Congress, Inc., 
Cannon Industries, Inc., The CI Group, Cannon Engineering Technologies, Inc., as follows. 
^asssKsar 
wz&vms 
PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
1. At all times material hereto, Crelley Mackey ("Ms. Mackey") was a resident of Salt 
Lake County, State of Utah. 
2. At all times material hereto, Chris Cannon ("Mr. Cannon") was a resident of Utah 
County, State of Utah. 
3. At all times material hereto, the Office of Congressman Chris Cannon ("Employing 
Office") was an agency or corporation, or organized under an agency or corporation, of the United 
States of America. 
4. At all times material hereto, Chris Cannon for Congress, Inc. (the "Campaign") was 
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Utah. 
5. At all times material hereto, Cannon Industries, Inc. was a corporation organized and 
existing under the laws of the State of Utah. 
6. At all times material hereto, The CI Group was a corporation organized and existing 
under the laws of the State of Utah. 
7. At all times material hereto, Cannon Engineering Technologies, Inc. was a 
corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Utah. ("Cannon Industries, Inc.", 
"The CI Group", "Cannon Engineering Technologies, Inc." are collectively referred to hereinafter 
as the "Cannon Entities".) 
8. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §78-3-4. Venue is 
proper in this Court pursuant to and §78-13-4 and §78-13-7. 
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GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
9. On or about February 9,1998, Ms. Mackey and the entities associated with Defendant 
Chris Cannon entered into an agreement through which they agreed to resolve any factual and legal 
allegations relating to claims and disputes between them. 
10. The settlement agreement not only resolved and rendered moot the factual and legal 
allegations relating to the parties' claims and disputes, but also prohibited the parties from disclosing 
any such factual and legal allegations by the following language: 
The Parties agree that the factual and legal allegations relating to their claims 
and disputes arising prior to the date of this Settlement Agreement shall be 
confidential and that they shall not disclose to any third party that confidential 
information . . . except (a) to their attorneys, therapists, tax advisors . . . or as 
required by law. . . (c) to disclose on Monday, February 9,1998 that "Ms. Mackey's 
claims . . . have been resolved to the Parties' satisfaction . . . and (e) thereafter, if 
further pressured by the media and asked specifically whether the Cannon 
Entities or individuals contributed money to the settlement, Mr. Cannon or his 
representatives may respond (after having spoken with Roger H. Hoole) that 
"no Cannon entities or campaign contributed to any settlement." Other than 
as specifically allowed herein, the Parties and their attorneys shall not volunteer 
any confidential information, and in response to any request for information by 
any person or entity shall say only "no comment."1 
(emphasis added) 
11. On April 15, 1998, Mr. Cannon and certain members of his congressional staff met 
with three reporters at the Salt Lake Tribune. 
1
 This confidentiality clause is one of the provisions of the confidential settlement 
agreement which were disclosed by Mr. Cannon and various Cannon Entities in a Motion to Dismiss 
filed with this Court on May 7, 1998 ("Cannon's Motion to Dismiss"). 
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12. During that meeting, Mr. Cannon made a number of voluntary statements and 
expressed certain opinions, which statements and opinions comprise "factual and legal allegations 
relating to [the parties'] claims and disputes". 
13. By sharing his factual and legal allegations with the Tribune's reporters—on the 
record and for the purpose of having them publish his statements and opinions in the Tribune—Mr. 
Cannon flagrantly violated the express prohibition of the settlement agreement against a party's post-
settlement disclosure of mooted factual and legal allegations. 
14. Mr. Cannon's unwarranted statements and opinions included, but are not limited to 
the following—all in violation of the confidential settlement agreement: 
A. That Crelley Mackey has the ability to waive confidentiality; 
B. That they are not holding her to confidentiality; 
C. That although she is free to discuss it, there would be no benefit for her to 
talk about it publicly; 
D. That there was no impropriety on Mr. Cannon's part; 
E. That no hostile environment existed in Mr. Cannon's office; 
F. That there was nothing to Ms. Mackey's allegations; 
G. That Ms. Mackey's allegations had no merit; and 
H. That her allegations wouldn't have held up. 
15. Some of the information improperly disclosed to the Tribune appeared the following 
day in a Tribune article, and was later reported or discussed in other newspapers and in other media. 
-4-
16. A copy of the Tribune's April 16, 1998 article entitled "Cannon Talks on Sex Case" 
is attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit " 1 " . 
17. On information and belief, Mr. Cannon has engaged in further violations of the 
settlement agreement and independent tortious conduct toward Ms. Mackey. 
18. At times material hereto, Mr. Cannon acted individually and/or was an authorized 
agent, servant or employee acting within the course and scope of his employment or agency, for 
which the Employing Office, the Campaign and the Cannon Entities are therefore liable. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract) 
19. Plaintiff incorporates herein the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 18 of 
this Complaint. 
20. On or about April 15,1998, Mr. Cannon individually, and/or acting on behalf of the 
Employing Office, the Campaign and the Cannon Entities, materially breached the settlement 
agreement by disclosing confidential information and expressing opinions regarding the same. 
21. On information and belief, Mr. Cannon has engaged in other violations of the 
settlement agreement. 
22. Ms. Mackey has been damaged by Mr. Cannon, the Employing Office, the Campaign 
and/or the Cannon Entities as a result of this material breach and is entitled to actual and 
compensatory damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
-5-
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing) 
23. Plaintiff incorporates herein the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 22 of 
the Complaint. 
24. Mr. Cannon individually, and/or acting on behalf of the Employing Office, the 
Campaign and the Cannon Entities, breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing 
contained in the settlement agreement by vitiating her reasonably expected benefits of the settlement 
agreement. 
25. Ms. Mackey has been damaged by Mr. Cannon, the Employing Office, the Campaign 
and/or the Cannon Entities as a result of this material breach and is entitled to general and broad 
consequential damages, in an amount to be proven at trial, together with attorneys' fees and costs. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, demanding trial by jury, prays for relief against Mr. Cannon 
individually, and/or against the Employing Office, the Campaign and the Cannon Entities as follows: 
A. For special damages for lost wages in an amount not less than $ 10,417.00 and for past 
medical expenses in an amount not less than $9,500.00; 
B. For general damages for loss of future earning capacity and future medical expenses 
in an amount to be proven at trial; 
C. For additional general and consequential damages in an amount to be proven at trial; 
D. For costs and reasonable attorney's fees; and 
E. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable. 
/ & " /\UL- C ST 
DATED this 31st day of My, 1998. 
HOOLE & KING, L.C. 
ICoger H( Hoole 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 3-P day of-My, 1998,1 caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing to be served via United States mail, first class postage prepaid, on the following: 
Mary Anne Q. Wood 
WOOD, QUINN & CRAPO 
60 East South Temple, Suite 500 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Sharon E. Sonnenreich 
143 South Main Street, 7th Floor 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Michael Patrick O'Brien 
JONES, WALDO, HOLBROOK & MCDONOUGH 
1500 Wells Fargo Plaza 
170 South Main Street 
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He says he and taxpayers paid 
nothing to settle accusations 
DY DAN HARR1C 
© 1998 THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 
Rep Chris Cannon R-Ulah, says nei 
ther he nor taxpayers paid any money to 
settle sexual-harassment claims brought 
against his congressional office, business 
and 1996 campaign by a former staffer 
"No entity associated with me paid a 
n ickle ," Cannon said Wednesday 
"There was no impropriety on my part 
and no hostile environment Nothing 
came home to roost " 
Cannon previously had declined to dis-
cuss details of the settlement in Febru-
ary with his former field coordinator 
Crclley Mackey 
He made the comments Wednesday as 
an apparent attempt at political self-in-
oculation in light of expected scrutiny of 
his background, along with those of oth-
er Republican members of the House Ju-
diciary Committee The panel will decide 
whether to initiate impeachment pro-
ceedings against President Clinton 
The Associated Press last weekend re-
ported that Bob Mulholland, a Demo-
cratic National Committee member in 
California, was sifting public records to 
turn up damaging information on House 
Judiciary Committee members 
Mulholland threatened to release em-
barrassing personal information on the 
committee s 20 GOP members if they 
move forward with impeachment pro-
ceedings 
"The point I want to make is that Re-
publicans cannot attack Democrats on 
fund-raising and morals, they re not 
credible/* Mulholland told The AP 
"They themselves have tainted pasts " 
Cannon said he is "not worried about a 
creep in California . who thinks he 
can dig up Borne dirt or create some-
thing " The Utah congressman described 
his life as "an open book " 
Still, the "dirt digging" expedition 
against House Judiciary Republicans is 
forcing Cannon to revisit and expand his 
life's chapter on sexual harassment alle-
gations 
A recent issue of The Hill newspaper 
cited the Cannon case as an example of 
ironic "fodder for reporters" writing 
stories on Judiciary Committee mem-
bers 
Cannon said he now is willing to dis-
artiey Anderson 
he 67-year-old 
running on a 
auling the IRS 
viih a national 
>etter after ad-
ace of 200. He 




He also said loca .eaders 
"intimidated" him w&en he asked 
for equal time at the Washington 
County Convention. 
Washington County Republican 
Chairman George Spencer denies 
he threatened Anderson. 
Another congressional candi-
date, Gerard Arthus, who is seek-
ing U.S. Rep. Jim Hansen's 1st 
District seat, also has complained 
about not getting enough speak-
ing time. 
"What they've done is try to iso-
late the opposition from the in-
cumbent," he said. 
has filed to run Gerard Art/. 
as a Republi-
can and Libertarian "fusion" can-
didate. 
Arthus plans to fight a new 
Utah law that goes into effect in 
May that outlaws fusion candi-
dates 
He said he will file a complaint 
with the Federal Election Com-
mission and a civil-rights suit. 
Salt Lake Tribune reporter 
John Heilprzn contributed to this 
report. 
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This month is on track to have 
the most days of rain — 16 — of 
any April. With 15 days left in the 
month, it has rained on 11 days. 
But April 1998 is far from be-
ing the wettest month in water to-
tal. To date, just 1.91 inches of 
water has fallen at the airport — 
well above normal but far short of 
the April record of 4.9 inches that 
fell m 1944. 
ing the major 
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Cannon Says He 
Paid Nothing to 
Settle Charges 
• Continued from B-l 
cuss the settlement in more detail 
to clarify that no cash or benefits 
were paid Mackey from congres-
sional coffers, personal monies or 
his business or campaign funds. 
However, he hinted of payment 
from his former chief of staff, 
Charles Warren. 
An attorney for Warren did not 
return a telephone call Wednes-
day from The Salt Lake Tribune. 
Warren resigned his top con-
gressional staff job under pres-
sure in July after published ac-
counts of Mackey's claim she was 
pressured into an improper sexu-
al relationship with him. 
In private complaints filed with 
the Utah Anti-Discrimination and 
Labor Division and the U.S. 
House Office of Compliance, 
Mackey had claimed sexual har-
assment and sexual discrimina-
tion. 
Cannon was not personally ac-
cused of wrongdoing. 
However, Cannon was implicat-
ed indirectly in allegations of fos-
tering a "hostile environment" at 
Cannon Industries during the 
1996 congressional campaign and 
in Congress because of his role as 
employer of Warren and Mackey. 
When Cannon learned of the 
staffers' relationship, he hired a 
former FBI agent to investigate 
and later offered Mackey $5,000. 
The case was settled in Febru-
ary, when Mackey resigned and 
dropped plans for a threatened 
lawsuit. At that time, Cannon and 
Mackey declined comment be-
yond confirming the claims were 
"resolved to the parties' satisfac-
tion." 
Cannon confirmed Wednesday 
that a confidentiality agreement 
existed, but said he was allowed to 
discuss certain aspects of the set-
tlement. He added that he with-
drew his original $5,000 offer and 
paid no money to Mackey. . 
"There was zero payment from 
the House. There were no dollars 
[paid] from Cannon Industries or 
any of the entities," he said. 
Cannon said he did not consider 
Mackey bound by confidentiality. 
"We're willing to give her lati-
tude to express whatever she 
wants about this," said the con-
gressman. "We don't want her 
maligning me personally. But she 
has the ability to waive confiden-
tiality on this. There's nothing I'm' 
holding her to confidentiality on." 
However, Cannon said he be-
lieved Mackey would remain si-
lent. 
"There are a lot of reasons for 
her not to speak to anybody about 
this," Cannon said. "They are up 
to her — you can figure those out 
or ask her." 
Mackey's a t to rney , Roger 
Hoole, declined comment 
Wednesday. 
But when informed of Cannon's 
comments, he expressed surprise 
and urged The Tribune to pre-
serve notes of the interview. 
"I intend to file a case against 
Chris Cannon in the future," 
Hoole said, refusing to clarify the 
grounds for any potential litiga-
tion. 
Tribune reporter John Heil-
prin contributed to this article. 
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VOICE MAIL MESSAGE 
From: Dan Harrie 
SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 
and 
To: Roger Hoole 
HOOLE & KING LAW FIRM 
--0O0--
BE IT REMEMBERED that on the 6th day of May, 
1998, the transcription of a voice mail message was taken 
herein at the instance of Mr. Roger Hoole by 
JENNIFER KENDELL, a Registered Professional Reporter and 
Notary Public in and for the State of Utah, 
at the law offices of Hoole and King, 4276 South Highland 
Drive, Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County, State of Utah. 
JENNIFER KENDELL 
CSR No. 97-339161-7801 
INDEPENDENT REPORTING 
& VIDEOGRAPHY 
1710 Beneficial Life Tower 
36 South State Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
(801)538-2333 
Fax (801) 538-2334 
•m 
One-Source Court Reporting 
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Voice mail message. April 15th, at 2:19 p.m. | 
THE RECEPTIONIST: Can I take a message for Dan 
MR. HOOLE: This is Roger Hoole. I was just 
him and I cut us off. Could you let him know I'm 
? 
THE RECEPTIONIST: Spell your last name. 
MR. HOOLE: It's H-o-o-l-e. 
THE RECEPTIONIST: One moment. 
MR. HOOLE: I'm sorry. 
MR. HARRIE: Roger? 
MR. HOOLE: Dan, I'm sorry about that. 
MR. HARRIE: That's okay. 
MR. HOOLE: When you need a number to the 
is so hard to find. 
MR. HARRIE: I know. Anyway --
MR. HOOLE: Chris Cannon was in your office 
MR. HARRIE: He was in our office. So as I said, 




for, you know, just a conversation. And 
Chris wanted to start talking about the Crelley 
MR. HOOLE: Really? 
2 
\o^> 
MR. HARRIE: I swear to you, I didn't bring it 
up. 
MR. HOOLE: Really? 
MR. HARRIE: And what he wanted to get out there 
is the fact: that he, through the Congressional office, 
through the campaign, Cannon Industries, has paid no money at 
all in terms of a settlement. 
MR. HOOLE: And he just volunteered that? 
MR. HARRIE: Oh, absolutely. 
MR. HOOLE: You didn't ask him --
MR. HARRIE: I didn't really. 
MR. HOOLE: What was the topic that he was 
talking about? I mean, is that why he came to the Tribune? 
MR. HARRIE: Oh, no. He came to talk with John 
Helnsen who took over Lori's beat and has interviewed Chris 
over the phone and dealt with his staff, but he's never met 
him in person. 
So basically to meet, conversation with John and 
I joined them and Judy Fahyse joined them, and honestly, I 
mean, I was in there for a minute and I said hello, 
basically, and introduced myself to one of his aides, and he 
started talking about it and said that, you know, that when I 
had written my last story -- and I'm talking about the 
settlement -- that it was only part of the story. The rest 
of the story was that no money had changed or had gone from 
^InM 
1 Chris in any form or fashion, or any of the entities with 
2 which he was associated, to Crelley, that no benefits had 
3 been conveyed from Chris or any of his entities to Crelley. 
4 And, as it turns out, I think that what is happening is, and 
5 I'm just looking for the story myself on the wire, but 
6 apparently there's a story on the wire from over the weekend 
7 about a California Democratic party operative who is 
8 basically trying to dig up dirt on members of the judiciary 
9 committee. 
10 MR. HOOLE: And Chris Cannon serves on that 
11 committee. 
12 MR. HARRIE: And Chris Cannon serves on that 
13 committee. And this subject of the Crelley case has come up. 
14 And I guess they've had some calls in recent days about that. 
15 And as it turns out, I guess the Deseret News had a story 
16 about the settlement as well. And I didn't see it at the 
17 time. I was covering the legislature --
18 MR. HOOLE: Yeah, I don't even remember it. 
19 MR. HARRIE: I don't either. But apparently it 
20 said that no money was paid out as part of the settlement. 
21 But Deseret News is not on Lexis/Nexis, which is what a lot 
22 of the reporters and others use to get information. 
23 Apparently there's been something in the last few days on The 
24 Hill, which is a newspaper that covers Capital Hill and --
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because of the nature of some of the 
allegations against the President, so, you know, I mean, we 
talked a bout it for a 




little, once he started talking about 
started to ask questions. 
And we came back to it a couple of times 
, I asked him 
notes here --
some questions -- and I'm just 
and he said, oh, well, I said, 




Congressman, that no money was transferred?" And I said, 
"Well, obviously, you 
Crelley 
she was 
know, part of the agreement was that 
would not pursue the complaints against you and that 
leaving the office. And that was actions on 
that were part of the 






agreement." And I said, "Well, 
So you just assumed that and 
MR. HARRIE: I said that. 
MR. HOOLE: Okay. 






there were no payments, no money, no 
conveyed. And I said, "Well, and then there was an 
implication that maybe something was paid in settlement by 
6 
^0-1 
1 Chuck Warren." 
2 MR. HOOLE: Who made that implication? I mean 
3 J i ' i s o m e b o d y i v f r i f In1' <*'f 
4 MR. HARRIE: Well, I t:hink it was a little of 
5 both. You know, we talked, he said something to the effect 
6 that I'm talking about entities that I'm associated wi th, not 
7 any o t h e r e n t: :i t: :i e s A. i I d s o a i i d I , E a i • :i , 3 o m e t: h :i 1: 1 g t: c t: 1 1 e 
n
 effect, I asked the questioi 1, "We. . >; there's n: string 
b 1 jjack to you or any of the entitle. • 1 ii ed 
10 that deal with this case? mha: mere- v. ;? a payment in 
^ settlement?" And he saia, , " 
12 And sc Johr T tniiiK : was John Halpreck asked -
13 ;;uestioil, 'rtcil, are you L a i K i r : .'. • - * /: : * ; --- *•"" .* 
14 are y o u t a l k i n g a b o u t ? " And h<- sa:a, u-*ei±, : ccurs-- z r,e 
15 "/;her enti t:y in this case was Chuck Warren." 
16 djked I in in about Chuck and they, basically Cannon sa.u 
17 haven't seen him but once. He resigned and he has an 
18 j entirely separate attorney. We have nothing to do with 
19 * nat." There's no, there's basical] y no involvement of the 
ongressman or his entities as in regards to Chuck Warren. 
21 Now as the conversation ront inued then, you know, 
2 2 I .: 1 '.ii.'i 1 1 ' i 1 11 i.'uiip 1 1 1 11 1 1 inns 1 n e 
23 conversation was rather broad-ranging, but when I came back 
2 4 ^ 1 1 a t: i o 1 1 a 1 p :i : e s s a :i : e 1 o o k i 1 1 g i 111 o 





going to prove somewhat, isn't it going to prove 







agreement? You're saying that you had no, 
10 wrongdoing on your part, Congressman, that 
t actively involved in this? Well, we've never 
you were being personally accused of anything but 




HOOLE: Now did he say there was a 
agreement? 
HARRIE: He -- well, I'm sort of getting to 
that. That's what I have always been led to believe and then 
he did say 
referring 
that, Congressman said that she, I think he's 
to Crelley, "She has the ability to waive 
confidentiality 
And then h 
notes. 
We're not holding her to confidentiality." 
e went on to say basically though that --
MR. 
MR. 
HOOLE: It sounds like you're looking at your 
HARRIE: I'm looking at my notes. And 







HOOLE: Oh, really? 
HARRIE: Well, part of it at least. And I 
told you that should I, Roger? 
HOOLE: You have what on tape? I don't mind. 
bother me if you tape record the Congressman. 
MR. HARRIE: I'm sure it doesn't bother you. 
8 
'X* 
MR. HOOLE: Did he know? 
MR. HARRIE: That it was being taped? 
MR. HOOI .E • i c :al , 
MR. HARRIE: Oh, absolutely. 
MR. HOOLE Okay. 
MR. HARRIE: But anyway, he said something to the 
• * f ect: that there was } rc i i ki 1 o\ t: 1: 1 at Cr e 11 ey s as f z ee t:o 
;:scuss it but there would be no benefit in that for her to 
talk about this public Ai id I "' i i i g o i rig t: :> i ic e t: : •, ] i ke I 
said go, back to the tape to get the exact wording and 
everything, but that was the essence of it that:, 5 roi i ki low 
there would be no, there was, there wou1 i be i 10 purpose in 
h e r doing that. 
MR. HOOLE: He's raising lots of interesting 
:J lestions. 
MR. HARRIE: Yeah. "No entity associated with me 
:.aid a nickel, zero payment from the house, no dollars from 
: ne company, no dollars from Cannon. Industries or any of the 
entities of which I'm associated. The claim that there was a 
_L._. . nvironment- . you know, there wasn't a * )si:.e 
envirrr::o. nere was ;. impropriety >; my v-.* * no ;ostile 
.• . i JSt . " 
And basically the message ^ ' : \ have i t 
.. zt c i f i :: a .3 1 y i i I i: i r\ i I ::> t: e s I . • o o i i 11: i a t: :i t 








































you know, with the 




Anyway, I ' 
involvement 








































a lot of 




m calling you because I 
of this whole judiciary 
going to do the story. I 
a response from me? 
it true? 
Is what true? I mean, you've given 
and a lot f or my client to ponder 
things apparently. All I can say is 




more time with you. The matter was 
satisfaction. I heard you typing so 
e sure you got that 
HARRIE: Oh, yeah. 
you're going to say? 





I can't say 
right. 
I can type that fast. 
Because obviously his 
ng than that. Is there a 
more than I've already 
Can you tell me why? 
I can't. I have no comment. 
10 
K\ 
MR. HARRIE: There is no pending complaints; is 
I. hat correct? 
MR. HOOLE: I II,J"M in. m n IIM comment. 
MR. HARRIE: Can you say anything about the 
involvement of Mr. Warren in a settlement? 
MR. HOOLE: All I can say is the matter was 
resolved to the party's satisfaction. 
MR. HARRIE: Can you tell me something off the 
record? 
10 | ...>...* ^?,^ ask you., off the record, for a 
11 ( copy of your tape. 
1 Ml HAKki: - comment. 
MR. HOOLE. :-• you love tn-/ : 
• '/en asking fi: ih^ t: rr\ the record . r, :~c 
\z : may do that. You don't desrr'y Lhose tape? 
fll'1 HAkklk I rrequently do. 
i 
MR HOOLE: Well, please don *t destroy thin one 
Tliii"! one hc.i.-: import anee to me now, as do your notes, and I'd 
-:o- yc; :.D\ to destroy them., simply to hold onto them because 
</<j • nf iuuod ! lii, 'A.n. rili u p o n meeti.no, T+* w a s not a 
21 confidential source, and 1 may need t.heni in the short run. 
22 MR. HA RRIE: I J: •k >u something otf the 
*>? I -ecord? 
MR. H< iOI,F, Okay . 











I could answer that on the record. 
Okay. 
It is Mary Ellen Maycock. Ellen 
Ellen? 
Ellen Maycock. 
What firm is she with? 
MR. HOOLE: She's with, she's a very fine lawyer, 
Kruse, Landa and Maycock. 
MR. HARRIE: What was the first name? 
MR. HOOLE: Kruse, Landa and Maycock. I'll get 
you a phone number if you want it. 
MR. HARRIE: Is that Kruse, like with a "K"? 
MR. HOOLE: It is with a "K". 
MR. HARRIE: Okay. I can find her number. 
MR. HOOLE: Okay. 
MR. HARRIE: And, off the record, was there a 
settlement there in that party? 
MR. HOOLE: Dan, I cannot say any more than I 
have already said. 
MR. HARRIE: It sounds to me like, and this is an 
inference obviously, but I think there's good basis for it, 
but it sounds like there was a confidentiality agreement. 
MR. HOOLE: Well, I cannot make any comment other 





1 . .. am very interested n i what the Congressman has i ic >w 
2 _ : >-,:.•,. - -
- I MR. HARRIE: Oh, it v. . >-"' \ : 
4 . .'ibune . 
I MR. HOOLE: Well, I'm interested 
... : really like to request that you keep that tape and your 
notes. Can you promise me to do that? 
MR. HARRIE: Well, I'm not making any promises to 
^ JU, Roger. Like I said --
MR. HOOLE: -- . :. ;\at information may become 
e/idence in a subsequent lega] case. 
MR. HARRIE: M O W anything about that I 
3 •; ist know, you know,, wha. information that I've garnered that 
t: h i i 11 ; :i s i I e w s w o i t h y. 
5 i MR. HOOLE: < ._, 1 understand that What I'm 
is that that information may become relevant in a 
subsequent legal proceeding, one that would be pending in the 
near f i itiii e 
9 | MR. HARRIE: I really don't know anything about 
0 I t h a t . 
1 I MR. HOOLE: Wei 1 7 .eed r.r 'ell you that '-at 
2 I may well be the case. And i: r; -. 
3 I you to be spoiling evidence. 
4 | MR. HARRIE: I don' t knc >w a n } t:h 3 i jgr , .] i j i .1 i,( ; j 
5 | MR. HOOLE: Well, I'm telling you. 
13 
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MR. HARRIE: And you won't, I mean, you haven't, 
I just don't know anything about that and that's by design. 
I mean, the whole thing has been structured that way. 
MR. HOOLE: Know anything about what? 
MR. HARRIE: Well, a case or a legal status of 
anything. As far as I know, there is no case. 
MR. HOOLE: Well, I'm talking about a future 
case 
either, 
MR. HARRIE: Oh, I don't know anything about that 
MR. HOOLE: That I may bring on behalf of my 
client, Crelley Mackey. And I would ask you to maintain the 
tape and your notes as potential evidence in that case. It 
doesn't seem like a tough request. 
MR. HARRIE: Well, I, there's all kinds of 
implications in that request and I --
MR. HOOLE: Help me understand what your 
reservations are. 
MR. HARRIE: Well, no, I think I'll defer that 
right now. I just, like I said, I collect information for 
news articles and that's what I intend to write. 
MR. HOOLE: Well, I'm not trying to interfere 
with that at all. 




MR. HOOLE: I'm really • ; - raying 
write whatever you're going to write, but please keep your 
notes and the tape, ' • h 1 i ' - n] d ' n unpi lUnt -ounds 
like you don't even have the tape transcribed yet. 
MR. HARRIE: Well, I thinK f"vr. i, , d d y u more in 
the conversation than I've garnered information better 
stop there. I thought you might ; -**•*• -• - - -*•: ;: *g 
comment but it sounds like you've said .t al . 
MR. HOOLE: Well, Dai 
.eL", .ons Yon c^v I've garnered moi e :: our conversation 
..5:. -. -j- Have 1 read more into out c* . >~-• -
••...; ng me? 
MR. HARRIE: Well, I don't know, 
ou read into our conversation T ^ust dnow basically 
what you've told me is a one-sentence suv-r*< 
i l r e a d y had in my p o s s e s s i o n So T t h i - d \yj . n t e rv i t -w is 
concluded at that point. 
. HIHJI.I'1: . , understand that. See, I 
have -u Know */•; have different hats to wear. And I have 
MR, HARRIE: T only have one hat to wear. 
MR, 
MR, HARRIE: I said I :.,asicaiiy cn_y have one hat 
to wear. 
MR, HOOLEi Well, Dan, I've got to tell you and 
±\\A 
admonish you very strongly not to destroy what could be 
potential evidence in a case. It's against the law, there 
are civil and criminal implications to that. And I think 
it's important for you to preserve that and let --
MR. HARRIE: I really don't know what case you're 
talking about. 
MR. HOOLE: I intend to file a case against Chris 
Cannon. 
MR. HARRIE: Oh, on what grounds? 
MR. HOOLE: That will become obvious when it's a 
matter of public record. But in the meantime, I'm asking you 
not to destroy that evidence. 
MR. HARRIE: Actually, I don't have any evidence. 
MR. HOOLE: You've got the tape and you've got 
your notes. Don't destroy it, Dan. It would be a real 
problem for the Tribune. And the tape needs to speak for 
itself. As you know, the notes are also critical evidence. 
Now I'm not trying to cause problems, but I'm 
saying, you've called me with a development and I need to 
react to it. And it's obvious that you don't want to tell me 
anything more now but I do need to admonish you that I think 
that there would be a real problem if that tape was 
destroyed. And that's not that you have to turn it over to 
me right now. That has to be maybe sorted out. But it would 
be, in my view, very unwise to get rid of that tape. 
16 
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Can I have your assurance that you'll hold onto 
it at least? 
MR: HARRIE: Actually I'm not commenting on that, 
-oger. 
MR. HOOLE: Well, I have to infer from that that 
you won't hold onto it. 
MR. HARRIEi I guess I don't have any control 
ovei your inference. 
MR HOOLE: Wei.', T ' - io! , T don't want to 
belabor the point. I think i ve made myself - i M M 
hat- - . suppose you wanted me to comment more than I did 
w*.D *_ '^CLJ. 
MR. HARRIE: Okay. Talk to you later 
MR. HOOLE: Okay. 
MR. HARRIE: Bye. 
MR. HOOLE: Bye-bye. 
17 
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